
ABSTRACT 

RAO, SMRITI VALIPE. Wearable Custom Electrocardiogram and Bilateral Electrodermal 
Activity System for Autonomic Nervous System Monitoring. (Under the direction of Dr. Veena 
Misra and Dr. Bongmook Lee). 
 

Wearable sensor networks offer a convenient method to detect, monitor, and quantify the 

effects of daily life activities that correlate to long-term psychological, physiological, and 

emotional health problems in the human body. The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) activates 

first for an external stimulus to cause involuntary and complex effects in the body, making this a 

crucial parameter for early detection. ANS consists of Sympathetic Nervous Activity (SNA, ‘fight-

or-flight’ response) and Parasympathetic Nervous Activity (PSNA, ‘rest-and-digest’ response). 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) detects the net result of SNA and PSNA, whereas Bilateral 

Electrodermal Activity (EDA) detects the effect of only SNA and reconceptualizes ANS to be 

multi-dimensional to show asynchronous data during SNA activation for high-stake activities. 

The goal of this study is to simultaneously analyze ECG and Bilateral EDA using 

systematic protocols on four human subjects using unconventional body sites. The ASSIST custom 

wearable sensor system is developed and used by our research group for 3-lead ECG and 2-lead 

EDA acquisition in this study, along with the BIOPAC reference EDA system. The system is worn 

on the left wrist (ECG) and bilaterally on the palm (EDA). The experiments are developed to 

separate and evaluate the effect of different human senses (visual, audio, touch, or accumulation) 

using short-term 2-minute-long protocols. The level of emotional response hypothesized for each 

human sense is ranked and compared to the subject’s perceived outlook to show validation. To the 

best of our knowledge, this is the first study to compare the impact of different human senses for 

ECG and/or EDA and analyze simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA using a wrist and palm worn 

wearable system.  



The stimulus variation data uses the four created tests on Subject 1 to show notable 

differences for each human-sense inducement and the net SNA vs. PSNA dominance. The visual 

test is hypothesized to induce a lower stake for the subject compared to the other tests. The audio 

test is predicted to cause effects due to unconscious thoughts or lingering stimuli. The touch test 

is predicted to show impulsive effects on the affected side of the body. The accumulation test 

evaluates the effect of merged human senses to show the highest emotional response. The subject 

variation data uses the accumulation test to show the presence of different levels of cardiac health 

and densities of eccrine glands amongst human subjects. The findings for each additional subject 

are ranked and validated against Subject 1’s emotional response. However, due to the limited 

number of human subjects present in this study, the derived conclusions are not comprehensive.  

The observations from this study provide general conclusions in addition to the known 

ideas to hypothesize high PSNA activity following high SNA activity as the body’s mechanism to 

balance the net ANS response, except for stimuli causing significant SNA activity, where PSNA 

acts slower, showing a longer net recovery time. Contrary to the known Bilateral EDA ideas 

showing higher dominant-side EDA during high-stake activities, direct induction of stimulus on 

the non-dominant side of the body is observed to cause an inverse lateral reaction. Moreover, 

Bilateral EDA shows an increase in conductance and disturbance to imply the presence of SNA 

and longer asynchronous response to gauge the level of SNA. The net rankings for the stimulus 

variation experiments can be derived from just the ECG changes, with the hypothesis of a negative 

net HR change for the highest-ranked emotional response. However, the HR data for the subject 

variation experiments are only able to provide a binary analysis. Thus, the findings in this study 

prove the need for systematic and simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA detection for an ANS 

leveled analysis and can be expanded in the future with more human subjects and sensor systems. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides essential information to understand the need, limitations, and 

requirements for the chosen research topic. Section 1.1 presents background knowledge and 

implications for simultaneous electrocardiogram (ECG) and bilateral electrodermal activity (EDA) 

wearable monitoring for autonomic nervous activity detection. Section 1.2 provides a detailed 

review of the available literature in this area and its limitations to form the problem statement and 

research objectives for this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

Psychological, physiological, and emotional well-being is often directly affected by daily 

life situations and activities that can stimulate different types of unique changes in the body’s 

response. Accumulation of such instances can often be a cause of long-term emotional, behavioral, 

and physical issues in a wide range of age groups and demographics [1]-[4]. Previous research 

with a sample set of more than 700 individuals (25 to 74 years) has proven that daily stressors 

cause wear and tear on emotional well-being consistent with cognitive theories of depression, even 

ten years after they were first assessed [4]. Therefore, there is a need to understand and study the 

different types of stimuli present in everyday life to detect, monitor, and quantify its impact on the 

human body.  

1.1.1 Wearable Sensor Systems 

A wearable sensor is defined as a combination of convenient, comfortable, accurate, and 

cost-effective systems that can be worn on the human body to observe an individual’s activity 

continuously and remotely [5]. Advancements in wearable sensing have seen exponential growth 

due to limitless possibilities in diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment of various health conditions 

[5]-[6]. More recently, tracking and analyzing different functions of the human body using a 
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network of wearable sensors, instead of just one, have shown immense potential in helping both 

doctors and consumers comprehend wellness markers and identify warning signs to improve one’s 

health [7]. In December 2021, N. R. Adão Martins et al. reviewed over 600 research studies to 

show successful acquisition of nine types of sensor data such as electroencephalogram (EEG), 

photoplethysmogram (PPG), ECG, EDA, and electromyogram (EMG) from various wearable sites 

across the body, as summarized in Fig. 1.1 [8]. The mentioned investigation provided a review of 

health-monitoring systems for one specific application (fatigue), which implies and exhibits 

undiscovered possibilities for various additional applications, sensors, and body sites. Researchers 

from this study argue that different types of sensing solutions provide unique information in 

predicting and understanding not only psychological, physiological, and emotional changes but 

also cognitive changes in the body in long-term and short-term testing environments. Furthermore, 

different sites for each sensing system can imply and detect several other distinctive characteristics 

of the body, making research in versatile and multi-site wearable systems an area of high interest. 

Figure 1.1: Multi-site wearable sensor acquisition for fatigue monitoring [8] 
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1.1.2 Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) 

Figure 1.2: Overview of the body’s nervous system 
 

In humans, nervous systems are routes to transmit sensory information and coordinate 

actions to and from various parts of the body. In daily life, the body is impacted by a multitude of 

changes in the surrounding environment which is detected by the nervous system to cause 

voluntary and involuntary reactions [9]. The nervous system is broadly divided into central and 

peripheral nervous systems based on their location in the body. As shown in Fig. 1.2, the central 

nervous system consists of the nerves in the brain and spinal cord, whereas the peripheral nervous 

system includes the nerves in all other parts of the body. The peripheral nervous system consists 

of two important sub-classes: somatic (SNS) and autonomic (ANS) nervous systems which 

mediate voluntary and involuntary movement, respectively [9]-[10]. Fig. 1.2 shows a more 

detailed overview of the essential parameters of the nervous system, including the sub-classes of 

the ANS: sympathetic (SNA) and parasympathetic (PSNA) nervous system. SNA and PSNA 

operate contrary to each other in the body to both complement and oppose each effect. SNA is the 
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‘fight-or-flight’ response, whereas PSNA is the ‘rest-and-digest’ response within the body. The 

motive for SNA is to prepare the body for any potential danger, whereas PSNA aims to bring the 

body back to a state of calm. Thus, the consequences of SNA activation include higher heartbeat, 

tense muscles, pupil dilation, saliva inhibition, and increased sweat activity, which are all exactly 

opposite to PSNA’s consequences [9]-[11]. Table 1.1 shows a direct comparison of SNA and 

PSNA in the human body to summarize the discussion. Therefore, each nervous system type can 

provide unique and essential information about the state and well-being of the different dimensions 

of the human body, both voluntary and involuntary. 

Table 1.1: Comparison of SNA and PSNA to show contrary yet complementary interaction 
Sympathetic Nervous System (SNA) Parasympathetic Nervous System (PSNA) 

Fight-or-Flight response Rest-and-Digest response 

Prepare the body for potential threats Bring the body to a state of calm 

Higher heartbeat, tense muscles, pupil 

dilation, saliva inhibition, sweat secretion 

Lower heartbeat, relaxed muscles, pupil 

contraction, saliva secretion, sweat inhibition, 

increased digestion 

Energy expenditure Energy conservation 

 
With any emotional, psychological, or physiological variation often due to environmental 

or situational stimuli, ANS is first activated along with brain responses, which then causes an SNS 

change [11]. SNS is like a symptom or a consequence of a disease or state of the body, but not a 

way to detect the disease before it even causes reactions in the body. Due to ANS having the fastest 

response time to a certain stimulus while consisting of involuntary and unconscious processes, it 

is a highly researched topic credited to its complexity and ability to detect the body’s response 

rapidly before SNS is triggered. Thus, by developing wearable monitoring techniques to detect 

ANS, researchers can achieve the goal of early diagnosis prior to any health deterioration in 

patients.  
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1.1.3 Electrocardiogram (ECG) 

ECG is the most popular non-invasive method to measure heart rate (HR) changes caused 

by daily situations and stimuli for large-scale wearable sensing. With this method, autonomic 

effects of the heart can be reliably and objectively quantified to provide an insight into the effects 

of ANS in various species of living organisms [12]-[13]. Additionally, several illnesses in humans 

have been associated with changes in the ANS (SNA and PSNA) which consequently alters the 

HR. With the means of ECG, HR can be analyzed as a path to ANS to help understand the effects 

of various environmental conditions in humans [14].  

ECG is the measurement of the electrical activity of the heart tissue, each of which is 

represented with different waves of distinctive amplitudes and durations: P, Q, R, S, T [14]. As 

shown in Fig. 1.3, the positive deflections consist of the P, R, and T waves, whereas the negative 

deflections consist of the Q and S waves. To quantify HR and its variability from ECG, the most 

common intervals measured are the R-R, Q-T, and P-R intervals in addition to the QRS complex 

[14]. In this study, the method of HR calculation is executed by denoising the raw ECG signal and 

calculating the R-R interval (to use the highest amplitude and noise resistant R waves for 

detection), to subsequently calculate the HR. Further details on the used algorithms and HR 

calculations used in this study can be found in Chapter 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: ECG PQRST characteristics and R-R interval calculation [15] 
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1.1.4 Bilateral Electrodermal Activity (EDA) 

EDA (also known as galvanic skin response, GSR) is the other commonly used non-

invasive measure of ANS activity and has been proved to provide a more objective analysis of 

ANS than the ECG route [16]. Contrary to ECG that examines ANS by the means of HR 

variability: a parametrized process determined by a net-result of SNA and PSNA, EDA is solely 

mediated by SNA [16]-[17]. Additionally, EDA has been established as a more sensitive and 

convenient measure due to its accuracy and performance on different parts of the body [5]. Thus, 

EDA qualifies as an objective, sensitive, and convenient index to study the effects of various 

environmental parameters specific to SNA, to empirically understand the complexities of ANS. 

EDA measures the change in conductance at the skin surface caused by sweat activity. 

Moreover, since sweat is a weak electrolyte and a good conductor, low-resistance pathways are 

generated due to the filling of sweat glands to increase the conductance of an applied current or 

voltage. Therefore, with SNA fibers surrounding the sweat glands, SNA activity directly 

modulates the sweat secretion in the body which can be subsequently measured by EDA [5]. As 

shown in Fig. 1.4, the time-domain EDA signal is subjectively interpreted for different stimuli in 

short-term and long-term settings to show an increase in amplitude and disturbance with SNA 

activity [5], [18]. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.4: Typical EDA measurement for SNA activity; shown here by the means of a math 
(MAT) and a color-coding test (Stroop) for different measurement sites on the upper body 

(shown by different waves and colors) [5] 
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Classically, body responses due to physiological, psychological, and emotional inducement 

have always been recognized as a unitary state of an overall activation. However, in the last few 

years, this idea has been highly challenged to provoke the reconceptualization of “single-

dimensional” body responses [18]-[19]. The idea of multi-dimensional nervous activity is backed 

by realistic and daily life situations of humans feeling both positive and negative emotions at the 

same instance due to the complexities of the nervous system. This idea is supported by increasing 

knowledge of how the sub-parts of the nervous system engage in unique and independent ways to 

simultaneously provide input. This multi-dimensional aspect can be highly investigated by the 

means of objective ANS measures on complementary parts of the body [18]. 

Bilateral EDA involves the objective and sensitive measurement of ANS by evaluating the 

EDA response from each side of the body to investigate the multi-dimensionality of the nervous 

system. Highly credited research studies have shown that EDA activity on each side of the body 

typically follows synchronized responses except for key stimulus inducing short-term and long-

term situations that show deflecting reactions of the body, often providing the most information 

about the state of an individual [18]-[20]. An example of deflecting interactions of the dominant 

vs. the non-dominant side of the body in high-stake situations can be seen in Fig. 1.5 [18]. More 

information on the importance and implications for the need of Bilateral EDA is detailed in Section 

1.2 of this chapter. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.5: Bilateral EDA deflections for dominant (red) vs. non-dominant (blue) sides of the 
body in high-stake situations (i.e., meeting prospective investors) [18] 
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1.2 Literature Review and Problem Formation 

In Section 1.1, the need to detect ANS as a method of analyzing physiological, 

psychological, and emotional changes in the body due to daily life activities was identified. 

Additionally, importance was placed on the necessity of wearable multi-sensor and multi-site 

systems. This sub-section introduces daily life activity monitoring using wearable sensors to 

understand and evaluate the limitations of current research in this area.  

1.2.1 Current Limitations 

The idea to simultaneously analyze ECG and EDA to provide a more comprehensive ANS 

analysis method has been in the works for about three decades and has proved to provide more 

conclusive ANS observations to evaluate the effect of daily life activities on an individual’s well-

being [17]. Such unique observations for simultaneous ECG and EDA monitoring are attributed 

to each signal’s distinctive characteristics pertaining to ANS: ECG is a net-result of the SNA and 

PSNA, whereas EDA is objectively able to determine the influence of SNA [5], [12]-[14], [16]-

[17]. However, only the studies within the past half-decade have extensively presented ANS 

detection using simultaneous ECG and EDA monitoring, thus lacking a bigger sample set to be 

able to make any credible conclusions [17], [21]-[23]. Additionally, due to the important 

implications of healthcare sensing, the reliability of detection is of utmost importance. Many 

researchers have argued that comprehensive systems that include various kinds of sensing 

platforms have a much higher chance of providing reliable and accurate results [8]. Therefore, 

there is a need to expand ANS studies to simultaneously incorporate ECG and EDA measurements 

in a wearable sensor platform to better monitor its implications for important health effects more 

accurately. 
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Traditionally, taking EDA measurements from the non-dominant side of the body was 

considered a valid and credible measure to evaluate ANS. Although this idea was often opposed 

by various studies that reported lateral differences between two hands for EDA measurements, 

there was no clear indication or proof to devalue the conventional EDA experiments [24]. It was 

only in 2015 that the Multiple Arousal Theory of EDA was proposed which indicated strong 

conclusions to explain the multi-dimensional nature of various environmental stimuli. This theory 

presents the idea of different levels of arousal being present at the same time in different parts of 

the body, caused by neurological pathways responsible for EDA. A true manifestation of this 

theory has now become the measurement of Bilateral EDA. The Multiple Arousal Theory revealed 

how negative emotions were processed by the dominant hemisphere to provide higher EDA 

responses on the dominant hand (and vice-versa for positive emotions), as shown in Fig. 1.5. Thus, 

EDA has proved to not only show differences on the dominant vs. non-dominant side of the body 

but also high dependencies on the type of stimulus, making the comprehensive and accurate study 

of ANS a complex investigation.  

Since the Multiple Arousal Theory is considered a relatively new theory and implies 

multiple levels of complexities across the body, the conclusions related to Bilateral EDA in 

succeeding papers mostly agree with the theory but sometimes show contradicting results. 

Additionally, most laboratory-based Bilateral EDA protocols utilize one type of human sense (ex: 

audio or visual) or a combination of senses (ex: audio-visual) to induce different negative or 

positive effects on the test subject [20], [22], [24]-[25]. However, an evaluation of how the 

induction of each sense differs from each other as a method of ANS stimulation remains 

undiscovered. Due to this, the current Bilateral EDA findings remain unsettled and inconclusive 
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and require further detailed analysis. Thus, due to the early stages of the evaluation of the Multiple 

Arousal Theory, there is a need to perform more systematic research on Bilateral EDA [20]. 

Human responses are one of the most complex entities to quantify since characteristics 

such as emotions can be independent and multiple. The complexity of evaluation can be attributed 

to humans having more than one type of emotion, negative and/or positive, at generally all times 

[20]. Since the idea is to objectively analyze a highly subjective response, there is a need to 

objectively create systematic and standardized experiments to make any conclusions on the topic. 

However, it is highly argued that previously performed laboratory-based short-term experiments 

are not realistic situations to stimulate daily life activities, and thus cannot provide practical and 

usable conclusions. Although this is true, the alternative of performing long-term real-life 

experiments comes with a massive setback. Multiple factors are often present in long-term 

protocols that are unable to evaluate specific types of emotions accurately due to free-living 

environments and loss of control over the human subjects [8], [20], [26]. Human subject testing is 

a dynamic process that directly depends on the test being performed. The development of protocols 

to specify impact and the type of impact on the human subject is of utmost importance to precisely 

study bodily effects [8]. Additionally, with the mentioned complexities of Bilateral EDA, 

laboratory-based experiments are considered a much more credible way to acquire accurate data. 

Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no published EDA study has specifically analyzed the 

Bilateral EDA recovery upon the end of an induced stimulus as a method to correlate the ANS 

implications found through ECG measurements [18]-[20], [22], [24]-[25]. Hence, there is a 

pressing need to create well-controlled, systematic, and standardized studies to differentiate 

specific types of ANS responses while maintaining realistic and daily life implications to provide 

a conclusive ANS study through the analysis of simultaneous multi-sensor acquisition. 
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Wearable sensor studies for human evaluation often have multiple limitations in common 

to make the study highly biased, inaccurate, and unreliable. Recurrently, studies have been termed 

untrustworthy due to a missing “reference” measure to determine the current state of the human 

subject. Since the definition of mental state in humans is a complex entity, the experiment should 

never assume a state in human testing (ex: a state of “rest” is often also filled with other emotions). 

Many studies tend to use questionnaires or subjective reasoning as a “reference”, which can be 

highly biased since it is dependent on the human subject’s perception that can vary between 

different individuals. Moreover, it is found that continuous signal quality assessment is the most 

neglected risk of bias in many research studies that use custom devices which creates the need for 

a constant signal quality monitor [8], [26]. Hence, there is a need to not only include a “reference” 

but also evaluate its validity and objectivity in addition to including continuous signal quality 

assessment monitors to present convincing research.  

Additionally, most research papers use binary analysis to detect the presence or absence of 

health parameters often neglecting a more leveled analysis to instead measure the intensity of such 

parameters to provide a more beneficial result that can provide an undiscovered insight into the 

working of the human body. However, many reviews that compare the two analysis types reveal 

more accuracy and better performance of binary analysis than leveled analysis, making the former 

much more credible [8]. This creates a need for designing studies that aim towards leveled analysis 

while retaining a high level of accuracy and reliability. 

Lastly, most literature analyzing healthcare sensing adhere to conventional and benchmark 

measurement locations on the body, which is prone to provide an incomplete and uncomprehensive 

analysis of the differences in measurements sites that can often provide valuable information. 
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Thus, a new avenue of research can be explored by expanding current research in this domain to 

include a multi-site evaluation [8], [18], [24].  

1.2.2 Problem Statement and Research Objectives 

Important information about the health changes caused by daily life activities in the human 

body can be assessed with ANS detection. Accurate ANS detection is possible by exploiting multi-

sensor wearable systems incorporating ECG and EDA in standardized protocols. Current research 

in this area has multiple limitations that are prone to cause biased and inconclusive results. Some 

crucial limitations include: 

1. Uncomprehensive and binary results due to the use of single-sensor systems that 

include either ECG or EDA monitoring at a time. 

2. One-dimensional analysis of multi-dimensional health parameters due to 

conventional and unilateral testing locations to provide inaccurate results. 

3. Generalized research conclusions of complex and subjective human body 

characteristics due to free-living and undefined testing parameters. 

4. Biased and unreliable outcomes due to the lack of continuous “reference” signal 

quality measures and calibration techniques. 

The objective of this study is to overcome the mentioned limitations by generating 

systematic and well-controlled testing protocols to analyze ANS for different daily life activities 

to provide trustworthy conclusions specifically and comprehensively. This is done by utilizing 

unconventional and bilateral locations for simultaneous ECG and EDA acquisition. The protocols 

are carefully developed to stimulate daily life effects while specifically inducing each human sense 

to objectively understand multi-dimensional health characteristics. Additionally, continuous 
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reference measures are employed to provide trustworthy and reliable conclusions. More 

information on the protocol generation and its specifics can be found in Chapter 3.  

1.3 Conclusion and Thesis Outline 

Daily life activities stimulate various changes in the human body to affect an individual’s 

short-term and long-term psychological, physiological, and emotional well-being. This creates a 

need to accurately monitor and understand different types of environmental stimuli. Wearable 

devices have proved to offer convenient, comfortable, and hassle-free solutions for continuous 

health monitoring to analyze the body’s response. Moreover, the development of wearable sensor 

networks to simultaneously monitor multiple types of changes in the body shows immense 

potential for accurate comprehension of wellness markers. The nervous system detects the impact 

of changes in the surrounding environment to trigger voluntary (SNS) and involuntary (ANS) 

reactions in the body. ANS, which consists of SNA (‘fight-or-flight’ response) and PSNA (‘rest-

and-digest’ response), has the fastest response time to stimulus and consists of unconscious 

processes, making it a highly complex and a valuable asset to rapidly detect varying biomarkers. 

ECG and EDA are popular techniques to non-invasively detect different ANS changes related to 

the electrical variations in the heart and the skin surface, respectively. ECG examines ANS by the 

means of HR variability which is a net-result of SNA and PSNA, whereas EDA, proven to be a 

more sensitive measure, examines skin conductance caused by sweat which is solely mediated by 

SNA. Bilateral EDA reconceptualizes health parameters to be multi-dimensional to offer a more 

complex, accurate, and realistic measure of ANS by showing asynchronous data from either side 

of the body during SNA activation for daily life activities. To the best of our knowledge, no 

published EDA study has specifically analyzed the Bilateral EDA recovery upon the end of an 
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induced stimulus as a method to correlate the ANS implications found through ECG 

measurements, making this an important analysis principle for this study. 

The aim of this study is to simultaneously analyze ECG and Bilateral EDA using protocols 

that specify impact and the type of impact on the human subject to provide systematic hypothesis-

driven research. Usability, accuracy, and reliability must be retained by creating laboratory-based 

well-controlled studies while preserving realistic settings and employing continuous “reference” 

measures. With the use of multi-sensor and multi-site wearable systems, the study will include 

comprehensive, accurate, and conclusive leveled analysis to show potential in providing 

undiscovered information about the ANS response in the human body.  

Chapter 1 provides the necessary background required to understand and identify the need 

for wearable sensor systems for ANS detection using ECG and Bilateral EDA in daily life 

activities. This chapter also provides credible sources in the literature to understand the current 

problems in this domain to frame the objectives for this thesis. Chapter 2 includes information 

about the various sensors physically used for signal acquisition to create a complete wearable ECG 

and Bilateral EDA network for accurate ANS detection. This chapter also provides details about 

the reference measures, developed sensor solutions, sensing electrodes, and resources/locations 

available to study the research objectives. Chapter 3 contains the specifics of the protocol 

formation and its parameters for accurate ANS detection using stimulus related to daily life 

activities with the previously mentioned resources and includes human subject and signal 

processing information for the different experiments. Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive 

investigation to systematically present and analyze the details of the acquired ECG and Bilateral 

EDA data to build a new hypothesis in this research domain. Chapter 5 concludes the study to 

summarize the important findings and future implications of this research. 
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CHAPTER 2: SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

This chapter provides information about the hardware specifications and validity of the 

three ECG and EDA sensing devices used in this study. This chapter also includes any preliminary 

experiments performed to outline the system operation for the research objectives. Section 2.1 and 

Section 2.3 mention the technical details for the reference BIOPAC device and the wearable 

research-grade Empatica E4 device, respectively. Section 2.2 details the hardware specifications 

and the validation experiments performed for the developed ASSIST custom wearable multi-

sensor system. Section 2.4 explores different locations on the upper body to find wearable sites for 

simultaneous ECG and EDA acquisition using a combination of the mentioned devices. 

2.1 BIOPAC 

BIOPAC is credited as the most well-established and recognized system for biological 

sensing and research due to its high accuracy in laboratory-based experiments [27]-[29]. Many 

studies use BIOPAC as a reference measure for ECG and EDA acquisition due to its unbeatable 

reliability and performance when compared to various other commercially available laboratory-

based and wearable solutions [30]-[33]. K. Raymond et al. have comprehensively assessed and 

compared the BIOPAC system to the Empatica E4 watch to demonstrate the former having higher 

signal quality, lower noise, and significantly more data content in the raw signal [30]. BIOPAC is 

a traditionally used system that demonstrates established presence and accuracy for biological 

ECG and EDA sensing, making it a trustworthy reference. Thus, in this study, an array of sensing 

modules for ECG and EDA acquisition are sourced from BIOPAC Systems Inc. to build a reliable 

reference measurement platform as a method of signal quality assessment.  

BIOPAC’s MP160 data acquisition starter system, shown in Fig. 2.1(a), is a benchtop 

multi-channel device that interfaces with the AcqKnowledge software specially designed for the 
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research market [29]. This system is intended to be used along with BIOPAC’s specific amplifier 

modules for ECG and EDA acquisition. Thus, the MP160 system, alongside the ECG and EDA 

modules and suitable lead/electrode connections, is used in this study to acquire reference data and 

validate the developed custom wearable system. 

2.1.1 ECG Acquisition 

The BIOPAC ECG detects the heart’s electrical activity in millivolts using highly sensitive 

receivers in the form of electrodes on different parts of the body [34]. In this investigation, the 

ECG100C amplifier module is used to connect to the MP160 system to acquire a wired 3-lead 

ECG signal through a MEC110C module extension and ECG leads (3x LEAD110) sourced from 

BIOPAC (shown in Fig. 2.1). Since the system is formed to provide the ground-truth ECG 

measurement, the standard Ag/AgCl disposable adhesive electrodes (3x EL500 from BIOPAC) 

are used on the skin surface for data acquisition [34]. The data is amplified with a gain of 5000, 

sampled at 100 Hz (to match the minimum sampling frequency of the in-house ECG module), and 

analyzed using the AcqKnowledge software. The complete BIOPAC reference ECG system is 

shown in Fig. 2.1, and the typical ECG data using this system on the AcqKnowledge software is 

shown in Fig. 2.2. 

 

     (a)                                  (b)                           (c)                                               (d) 

Figure 2.1: BIOPAC reference 3-lead wired ECG system: (a) MP160 starter system, connected 
to (b) ECG100C amplifier module, connected to (c) MEC110C module extension, connected to 

(d) 3x LEAD110 ECG leads and 3x Ag/AgCl wet snap electrodes on the skin [34] 
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Figure 2.2: Typical BIOPAC ECG data on the AcqKnowledge software [34] 
 

2.1.2 EDA Acquisition 

The BIOPAC EDA system works by placing two electrodes on the skin and applying a 

minute constant voltage (not felt by the participant). The resulting current is then measured and 

converted to conductance using Ohm’s Law (Resistance = Voltage/Current), where conductance 

is measured in units of micro-Siemens and defined as 1/Resistance [29]. In this investigation, the 

BN-PPGED receiver and transmitter (BioNomadix) modules are used alongside the MP160 to 

wirelessly record EDA signals using suitable EDA leads (BN-EDA-LEAD2) sourced from 

BIOPAC (shown in Fig. 2.3). Since the system is formed to provide the ground truth EDA signal, 

the BIOPAC’s isotonic gel EDA electrodes (2x EL507) are used on the skin surface for data 

acquisition [29]. The isotonic gel is recommended for EDA measurements to establish ionic 

equivalency to the skin surface [35]. The isotonic EL507 electrodes are specially designed to 

conform and comfortably adhere to the skin surface to help stabilize measurements and reduce 

motion artifacts. The data is sampled at 100 Hz (to match the MP160 ECG sampling rate) and 

analyzed using the AcqKnowledge software. The complete BIOPAC reference EDA system is 
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shown in Fig. 2.3, and typical EDA data using this system on the AcqKnowledge software is shown 

in Fig. 2.4. 

 

 

 

 

                        (a)                            (b)                     (c)                         (d) 
Figure 2.3: BIOPAC reference 2-lead wireless EDA system: (a) MP160 starter system, 

connected to (b) BN-PPGED receiver module, wirelessly interfaced with (c) BN-PPGED 
BioNomadix transmitter module, connected to (d) BN-EDA-LEAD2 EDA leads and 2x EL507 

isotonic snap electrodes on the skin [29], [35] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Typical BIOPAC EDA data on the AcqKnowledge software [29] 
 
2.2 ASSIST Custom Wearable Multi-Sensor System 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: ASSIST System: 1.5” x 1.0” device for simultaneous 3-lead ECG, 2-lead EDA, and 

PPG acquisition 

1.5” 

1.0” 
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The ASSIST custom wearable multi-sensor system, as shown in Fig. 2.5 and presented in 

previous publications [16], [36]-[38], is developed by our research group entirely using 

commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components on a 1.5” x 1.0” custom printed circuit board (PCB). 

The hardware is equipped with 3-lead ECG, 2-lead (unilateral) EDA, and PPG modules for 

simultaneous multi-sensor monitoring. The design decision to include 3-lead ECG instead of the 

standard 12-lead ECG was made to create a compact, light, and wearable ECG monitoring solution 

[38]. The design decision to create a 2-lead EDA system was made to evaluate unilateral EDA 

which will be extended to include a 4-lead Bilateral EDA system in the future. The system consists 

of the following key components: 

1. A Nordic nRF51822 system-on-chip (SoC): with flexible General-Purpose 

Input/Output (GPIO) ports that support inter-integrated circuit (I2C), Synchronous 

Peripheral Interface (SPI), and Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 

(UART) communication protocols. 

2. An Analog Devices ADXL345 accelerometer: an ultra-low-powered tri-axial 

accelerometer with 13-bit resolution, interfaced over SPI to the nRF51822 to detect 

motion artifacts. 

3. An ARM Cortex-MO microcontroller (MCU): with 32 KB of random-access 

memory, 256 KB of non-volatile flash memory, and an internal analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC).  

4. A Raytac MDBT40 Bluetooth (BLE) low-power module: to enhance the BLE 

range. 

5.  A High-volume external flash memory (128 MB): to store sensor data for 

continuous measurement. 
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ECG and EDA signals are filtered using their respective custom-designed analog frontends 

(AFEs) and sampled using specific ADC components that convert it into digital data. Specifics of 

the ECG and EDA modules are provided in Sections 2.2.1-2.2.2. Under the control of an internal 

timer, the ADC chip samples voltage and conductance signals from the ECG and EDA frontends 

at specific points depending on the specified sampling frequency. This data is fed into the MCU 

via I2C communication, where it separately stores ECG and EDA data inside buffers at a capacity 

of 64 data samples. Each time the buffer is full, the data is either stored in flash memory that can 

be transferred to the computer using a wired connection or transmitted wirelessly via BLE.  

The complete system is powered with a regulated 3.3 V lithium-ion battery supply using 

the Texas Instruments TLV710 dual-voltage low-dropout (LDO) regulator. The battery is charged 

using the Microchip MCP73831 charge management controller via a micro-USB connection. The 

complete wearable system, including the data transmission protocol, is shown in Fig. 2.6 [37]. The 

wearable system can be conveniently controlled via BLE during signal acquisition and data 

transmission using the nRF Toolbox mobile application. The device can run with a 3.7 V, 800mAh 

lithium-ion battery for more than 24 hours on a single charge and has an average power 

consumption of less than 100 mW with BLE enabled. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6: ASSIST System: block diagram of the working principle and data transmission [37] 
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2.2.1 ECG Acquisition and Validation 

An Analog Devices AD8232 specialized AFE is selected for ECG sampling due to its 

capabilities of providing high gain (1000), high output impedance (10 GΩ), and filter 

customization. It consists of two input electrodes (RA and LA) and a ground (common-mode) 

electrode. The filters for the AFE are custom designed to provide clear and reliable signals. A 

narrow-band filter characteristic is required to reduce motion artifacts and is implemented using a 

two-pole low-pass filter and a two-pole high-pass filter set to 27 Hz and 7 Hz, respectively. The 

AFE output is connected to a Texas Instruments ADS1114 16-bit ADC, which is subsequently fed 

into the MCU using I2C communication protocols. The ASSIST ECG system has been validated 

against a reference measure in previous publications to show resilient and accurate acquisition 

using both standard wet electrodes and engineered dry electrodes on the upper arm [37]-[38]. With 

both ASSIST and the reference BIOPAC set to the same 100 Hz sampling frequency, the 

simultaneously acquired ECG signals were analyzed on the chest and the left arm using wet 

electrodes to show matching QRS complexes and HR measurements, as shown in Fig. 2.7 [37]. In 

this thesis, the reference Ag/AgCl adhesive electrodes are used to efficiently analyze the ECG 

signal from various parts of the body to explore wearable locations for simultaneous ECG and 

EDA acquisition. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: ASSIST System: ECG validation against BIOPAC ECG with the same sampling 
frequency and experimental setup [37] 
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2.2.2 EDA Acquisition and Validation 

The ASSIST EDA module is developed based on the device presented in [39]. The acquired 

EDA signal is interfaced and sampled using the MCU’s internal ADC. Additionally, this module 

also includes a custom-designed AFE using an Analog Devices LTC6081 operational amplifier to 

achieve high resolution. In this study, the Ag/AgCl dry electrodes with contact areas of 1.0 cm2 

are chosen to interface with the skin surface based on findings presented in [39] and [40]. The dry 

electrode gloves provide convenience and comfort to the user as well as ensure electrode 

conformity and reusability for efficient signal acquisition.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: ASSIST System: EDA validation against BIOPAC EDA on the fingers bilaterally 
 

The ASSIST EDA system has been validated against the BIOPAC reference EDA measure 

in [16] at various electrode locations on the left arm using external physical stimuli to show reliable 

data against the reference system. The acquired data matches various other studies in the literature 

to demonstrate fingers as the best measurement site for EDA [16], [25]. With this knowledge, 

further preliminary experiments are performed as a part of this study to validate the developed 

custom EDA system by directly correlating it to the reference EDA measure. The validation 

experiments are performed on a human subject by simultaneously measuring Bilateral EDA using 

the BIOPAC and the ASSIST systems on the fingers, as shown in Fig. 2.8. For the initial tests, the 

sampling rate is set to 100 Hz and 10 Hz for the BIOPAC and the ASSIST system, respectively. 
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Here, the lowest possible sampling frequency for the ASSIST system is used to evaluate and 

compare the system performance. The BIOPAC EDA and the ASSIST EDA are measured using 

the isotonic adhesive electrodes (EL507) and the Ag/AgCl dry electrode gloves, respectively. The 

preliminary protocol consists of 30 seconds of rest, followed by 30 seconds of stimulus, followed 

by 30 seconds of rest (with no movement or other external factors). Various types of stimuli, as 

shown in Fig. 2.9, are used to emulate the effect of daily life activities to assess the correlation 

between the custom and the reference EDA system. The acquired data, presented in Fig. 2.9 and 

processed in MATLAB, shows closely matching curves to further validate the ASSIST EDA 

measurement. Slight differences in the shape and amplitudes of the two EDA signals are expected 

due to the bilateral acquisition scheme and lower sampling frequency of the custom system. After 

close evaluation, the design decision of increasing the sampling frequency of the ASSIST system 

to 100 Hz (to match the BIOPAC system) is made to avoid the loss of critical data points (‘*’ on 

Fig. 2.9) for EDA analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: ASSIST System: EDA data evaluation against BIOPAC EDA on the fingers 
bilaterally for various daily life stimuli 

* 

* 

* 
* * 

* 
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Multiple samples of the corrected EDA data with matching 100 Hz sampling rates for the 

custom and the reference systems are presented in Chapter 4. Thus, with increased sampling 

frequency, the developed custom wearable system’s EDA data more closely correlates to the 

reference measure to validate the ASSIST EDA module for accuracy and reliability. 

2.3 Empatica E4 Watch 

The Empatica E4 watch is considered to be a research-grade wrist-mounted wearable 

device for HR, EDA, temperature, and motion measurements [30], [33]. The device claims to 

provide data that is accurate enough for wearable healthcare research [33]. As previously 

mentioned in Section 2.1, although this device is not considered a reference measurement, it 

provides a more comfortable, wearable, and cost-effective solution compared to other benchtop 

equipment such as the BIOPAC. In this study, the focus for assessment lies within the EDA 

acquisition of the Empatica E4 device. The EDA acquisition from the Empatica E4 watch is 

derived from two dry Ag/AgCl electrodes that measure fluctuating changes in skin properties on 

the inner wrist, as shown in Fig. 2.10 [32], [41]. The data is processed in a spreadsheet that contains 

EDA measurements in the units of micro-Siemens at a sampling frequency of 4 Hz. The data is 

also made available on the E4 Connect portal. The watch includes a 3-axis accelerometer to 

analyze wrist movement to negate any motion artifacts [32]. Typical EDA data from the wrist-

worn Empatica E4 watch on the E4 Connect portal is shown in Fig. 2.11 [41]. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2.10: Empatica E4 Wristwatch for EDA measurement using dry Ag/AgCl electrodes [41] 
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Figure 2.11: Typical Empatica E4 EDA data on the E4 Connect portal [41] 
 

2.4 Location Testing 

Preliminary experiments are performed to assess multiple parts of the upper body for 3-

lead ECG and 2-lead EDA detection to begin this study. The tests aim to find compatible location 

pairings for simultaneous multi-sensor measurements to create a comfortable and wearable 

acquisition system. The validated ASSIST system and the reference BIOPAC system, both at 100 

Hz sampling frequency, are used to assess ECG and EDA locations, respectively. The particular 

devices for the specific measurements are employed to ensure an accurate, real-time, and artifact-

free evaluation. The metric of evaluation for ECG and EDA is to compare the raw data from 

unconventional wearable locations to that of the pre-validated locations (chest for ECG and fingers 

for EDA), as shown in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.9. Acceptable ECG locations are wearable and 

comfortable sites on the upper body that detect a clear QRS complex with strong peaks for uniform 

HR detection in healthy individuals during a resting state. Acceptable EDA locations are wearable 

and comfortable sites on the upper body that detect a smoothly changing conductance curve with 

the least amount of noise for a stimulus. Thus, the goal of the preliminary experiments is to assess 

multiple locations on the upper body to identify the presence of accurate ECG and/or EDA 

measurements. Due to the scope of this experiment, the tests are performed unilaterally on a 

healthy individual for about 90 seconds using adhesive wet Ag/AgCl electrodes and isotonic gel 

electrodes for ECG and EDA, respectively. Each test is repeated at least twice to confirm the output 

signal response. 
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2.4.1 ECG Testing: Evaluated Locations 

The chest and upper arm positions for the ASSIST system have been thoroughly evaluated 

to prove accurate ECG measurements in our past publications [16], [36]-[38]. Fig. 2.12 shows the 

positioning for ECG detection on the chest and upper left arm (close to armpit) positions, 

referenced from [37]-[38]. Fig. 2.13 shows the acquired ECG data for a healthy individual at 

resting state validating the chest and upper left arm locations for this study. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.12: Pre-validated 3-lead ECG positions on (a) chest, and (b) upper left arm, closest to 

the armpit 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

(a) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
Figure 2.13: ASSIST ECG data on (a) chest, and (b) upper arm, closest to armpit for resting 

state on a healthy individual 
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Moreover, areas around the face are analyzed for ECG detection based on findings 

mentioned in [42]. Fig. 2.14 shows two locations (a) behind the ear and (b) on the jaw for ECG 

acquisition. The acquired data for a healthy individual at rest, presented in Fig. 2.15, indicates a 

highly noisy ECG with multiple missing peaks and unclear QRS complexes for both locations. 

Thus, the locations on the jaw and behind the ear for ECG detection are invalidated for this study. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14: 3-lead ECG positions (a) behind the ear, and (b) on the jaw 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

(a) 

 

 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2.15: ASSIST ECG data (a) behind the ear, and (b) on the jaw for resting state on a 
healthy individual 

 
Additional ECG measurements are performed around the front and back portions of the 

neck, as shown in Fig. 2.16 (a) and (b), respectively. The acquired data from both the locations for 

a healthy individual at rest is presented in Fig. 2.17 to show (a) clear QRS complex and peak 
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detection for the front neck, and (b) noisy ECG data for the back neck. Therefore, although the 

back neck location is rejected for ECG acquisition, the front neck location is considered a viable 

option for this study.  

 

 

 
                           

                                                          (a)                                  (b) 
Figure 2.16: 3-lead ECG positions on (a) front neck, and (b) back neck 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     (a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
     (b) 

Figure 2.17: ASSIST ECG data on (a) front neck, and (b) back neck for resting state on a healthy 
individual 

 
The wrist area is the final upper body site explored in this study. ECG measurements are 

performed on the wrist and the palm, as shown in Fig. 2.18(a) and (b), respectively. The acquired 

data for a healthy individual at rest from the wrist and the palm is presented in Fig. 2.19(a) and 

(b), respectively. The two locations indicate clear QRS complexes with high amplitude peaks for 
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HR detection. This validates the wrist and the palm locations, shown in Fig. 2.18, to be good 

candidates for ECG.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

                                     (a)                               (b) 
Figure 2.18: 3-lead ECG positions on the (a) wrist, and (b) palm 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

  
     

 (a) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        (b) 
Figure 2.19: ASSIST ECG data on the (a) wrist, and (b) palm for resting state on a healthy 

individual 
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Table 2.1: Validity and quality assessment of explored wearable ECG detection sites using the 
ASSIST system 

Explored ECG Locations Validity 
(QRS Complex & Peak Detection) 

Baseline Noise 

Chest  None 

Upper Arm  Low 

Behind the Ear  N/A 

Jaw  N/A 

Front Neck  High 

Back Neck  N/A 

Wrist  Low 

Palm  High 

 
As summarized in Table 2.1 and presented in the data for valid ECG measurements, the 

chest location is proven to provide clear ECG metrics with minimal baseline noise. This is followed 

by the upper arm location, which shows high-quality ECG metrics with very slight baseline noise 

and artifacts. The wrist location also shows high-quality ECG metrics with moderate baseline noise 

(marginally higher than the upper arm). Although the front neck and the palm locations show 

detectable ECG metrics, they contain the highest baseline noise. The baseline noise and artifacts 

for different ECG locations are expected as the electrodes get more susceptible to movement due 

to factors such as breathing, motion, and muscle (EMG) activity [43]-[44]. Such artifacts can be 

filtered using de-noising and smoothing functions on MATLAB while retaining all R peaks to 

validate the following ECG locations (general areas) for this study: 

1. Chest area: Chest, Front Neck, Upper Arm 

2. Forearm area: Wrist, Palm 
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The wearability of the validated ECG sites varies for each evaluated location. Although the 

chest location provides the best quality ECG data, it requires electrodes to be placed on the rib 

cage on either side of the body, which will limit comfort and usability for the user. Although a 

wearable chest ECG can be implemented using a shirt, this does not provide an efficient method 

to continuously monitor ECG during various daily life activities. Additionally, the front neck ECG 

electrode placement is not considered ideal for wearability since it uses a highly visible location 

(close to the face) which will not provide a fashionable solution to the user. The upper arm location 

is considered the most wearable validated site since it uses compactly placed electrodes on one 

side of the body, unlike most other explored placements, and can be efficiently incorporated as a 

wearable armband. 

Although the wrist and palm locations require the ECG electrodes to be placed across the 

body, it is not considered a problem for the developed ASSIST system due to the wireless mode 

of signal acquisition. Additionally, since Bilateral EDA is considered essential for this study, the 

use of each side of the body is considered unavoidable, making the wrist and the palm locations 

suitable candidates for wearability. Furthermore, based on previous findings and early experiments 

performed in this study, it is found that ECG cannot be successfully acquired by placing all 

electrodes on the same wrist or palm location due to the required bipolar measurement scheme 

[14], [34], [37]. Additionally, the wrist ECG location is considered more wearable than the palm 

location since it is less prone to hand movements during daily life activities and can be easily 

constructed as a wearable watch system.  
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2.4.2 EDA Testing: Evaluated Locations 

The aim of the preliminary experiments performed in this section is to evaluate various 

sites for EDA measurement, using the real-time BIOPAC EDA system, close to the already 

validated ECG sites to find compatible location pairings for simultaneous monitoring. Since EDA 

detection is a conductance measurement, EDA electrodes don’t have a polarity and can be used 

interchangeably [40]. The finger location has been validated in our previous publication [16] and 

in Section 2.2.2 of this study. The finger location and its unilateral BIOPAC EDA measurement 

are reiterated to show the reference response during a 30 second stimulus on a healthy individual 

in Fig. 2.20 (a) and (b), respectively. The reference response shows a smooth curvature with a 

changing EDA signal for the duration of the stimulus. Furthermore, different wrist and palm 

orientations around the forearm are also evaluated for EDA measurement to explore location 

pairings for simultaneous monitoring. Fig. 2.21 (a) and (b) show the additional explored electrode 

locations around the left forearm area: the wrist and the palm, respectively. Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23 

present the acquired unilateral BIOPAC EDA measurements performed during a 30 second 

stimulus on a healthy individual for the three wrist orientations and the two palm orientations, 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

(a)                                                        (b)                                                 
Figure 2.20: 2-lead BIOPAC EDA (a) finger location, and (b) its EDA response for a stimulus 

on a healthy individual 
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          (a)     (b) 

Figure 2.21: 2-lead BIOPAC EDA left forearm locations: (a) 3 wrist orientations, and (b) 2 
palm orientations 

   (a)           (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         (c) 

Figure 2.22: BIOPAC EDA data on the left wrist: (a) orientation 1, (b) orientation 2, and (c) 
orientation 3, for a stimulus on a healthy individual 
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                                          (a)      (b) 
Figure 2.23: BIOPAC EDA data on the left palm: (a) orientation 1 and (b) orientation 2, for a 

stimulus on a healthy individual 
 

The EDA measurements from the wrist orientations (Fig. 2.22) and the palm orientations 

(Fig. 2.23) are compared to the reference EDA measurement (Fig. 2.20(b)). It is evident that wrist 

orientations 1 (with similar data for its horizontal counterpart) and 3 are invalid due to the presence 

of high noise and artifacts and are thus rejected as viable location options. Wrist orientation 2 (with 

similar data for its horizontal counterpart) shows a better-quality wrist EDA response in 

comparison to the other two orientations. However, this data shows choppiness and indistinct 

change with stimulus in the raw signal when compared to the reference EDA raw signal.  

The Empatica E4 watch has proved to provide smooth EDA curves from the wrist 

orientation 2, as shown in Fig. 2.11. However, as evaluated by previous publications, the data 

provided by the Empatica E4 watch is pre-processed using proprietary de-noising and smoothing 

algorithms and does not show the raw EDA signal [30]-[33]. Moreover, based on further 

evaluation described in [33], it is predicted that the data content in the Empatica E4’s raw signal 

is significantly lower than the reference BIOPAC signal, which implies the former’s use of 

regression and interpolation algorithms to provide the best estimated EDA signal. Since the scope 

of the current research lies within the acquisition of accurate raw EDA signals to provide a simple 

EDA analysis tool for an inexpensive sensor solution, although the processed wrist orientation 2 
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EDA signal is considered valid, the raw EDA signal is not suitable for this study. Moreover, both 

orientations for the palm EDA shown in Fig. 2.23 show smooth EDA curves with detectable 

stimulus responses matching the reference data. Thus, both palm orientations are considered valid 

EDA sites for this study. 

Multiple locations around the chest area, as summarized in Fig. 2.24, are assessed to pair 

with the validated ECG sites. The explored EDA sites include the left upper arm, front and back 

left neck, front and back left shoulder, and chest. The measured EDA responses from these sites 

are presented in Fig. 2.25. All the explored sites in this area except for the chest EDA (Fig. 2.25(d)) 

show a highly choppy EDA response corrupted by noise and artifacts. Although the chest EDA, 

shown in Fig. 2.25(d), is not choppy, it lacks a change with stimulus. Thus, all the explored sites 

in the chest area are considered invalid. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.24: 2-lead BIOPAC EDA on the chest area: (a) upper left arm, (b) left front neck, (c) 
left back neck, (d) left front shoulder, (e) left back shoulder, (f) chest 
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                                      (a)                                                                       (b) 

 
  (c)                                                                         (d) 

Figure 2.25: BIOPAC EDA data on chest area: (a) upper left arm, (b) left front (blue) and back 
(red) neck, (c) left front (blue) and back (red) shoulder, and (d) chest locations for a stimulus on 

a healthy individual 
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Table 2.2: Validity of explored wearable EDA detection sites using the BIOPAC system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A summary of the explored locations and their validity for EDA measurements using the 

BIOPAC system is given in Table 2.2. As mentioned in Table 2.2 and presented in the data of 

valid EDA measurements, the finger location is proven to provide clear EDA metrics showing a 

smooth conductance curvature and a sharp response to stimulus. This signal quality is followed by 

the two palm orientations, shown in Fig. 2.21(b) and Fig. 2.23, that show high-quality EDA metrics 

comparable to the reference data and void of any noise. For the wrist orientation 2, while the 

processed EDA signal can be considered valid for the study, the raw EDA signal shows moderate 

levels of choppiness and no distinct stimulus response. Due to the scope of this study, only the raw 

EDA signal is studied for simple yet accurate analysis, making the wrist orientation 2 data 

unsuitable compared to the fingers and palm location alternatives. Since the other explored 

locations show a high amount of interference and missing EDA curves altogether, only the fingers 

and the palm locations are considered suitable and valid sites for this study. This result matches 

with multiple findings in the literature [25]. The noise and the choppiness present in the invalidated 

Explored EDA Locations Validity 
(Smooth Curve & Stimuli Response) 

Fingers  

Wrist orientations 1 & 3  

Wrist orientation 2  

Palm orientations 1 & 2  

Upper Arm  

Front & Back Neck  

Front & Back Shoulders  

Chest  
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locations are caused due to low density of eccrine glands, which inhibits the detection of skin 

conductance [45]. Additionally, some rejected sites take longer to get hydrated and are not able to 

show a quick response to stimuli [25]. Since the issue initiates from the signal origin, the noise 

cannot be removed by filtering techniques without compromising the signal’s data content. Thus, 

the suitable and valid EDA locations (general areas) for this study include: 

1. Forearm area: Fingers, Palm 

The wearability of the validated EDA sites varies for each evaluated location. Fingers are 

a highly used body-part in most daily life activities which makes this EDA location less suitable 

for continuous daily life monitoring. Thus, out of the two available EDA sites on the upper body, 

the palm location is considered the most suitable for this study and can be incorporated as a 

wearable elastic brace, as shown in Fig. 2.26 [46]. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.26: Examples of wearable wrist bands for electrode securement and concealment [46] 
 

2.5 Conclusion 

This chapter includes a detailed overview of the three acquisition systems: BIOPAC, 

ASSIST custom wearable multi-sensor system, and Empatica E4, used in this study for 3-lead 

ECG and 2-lead EDA detection. BIOPAC is a benchtop equipment credited to be the most 

accurate, established, and traditionally-used bio-sensing tool along with the AcqKnowledge data 

analysis software. It has proven to provide higher signal quality, lower noise, and significantly 
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more data content in the raw signal compared to various other commercially available solutions, 

making it a trustworthy reference measure for ECG and EDA acquisition in this study. The 

BIOPAC ECG detects the heart’s electrical activity in millivolts at a sampling rate of 100 Hz using 

highly sensitive Ag/AgCl disposable adhesive electrodes on different parts of the body. The 

BIOPAC EDA system, also sampled at 100 Hz, works by placing two isotonic gel electrodes on 

the skin and applying a minute constant voltage (not felt by the participant), and measuring the 

resulting current that is converted to conductance and measured in units of micro-Siemens. 

The created ASSIST custom wearable multi-sensor system is a low-power and BLE 

enabled 1.5” x 1.0” custom-designed PCB developed by our research group entirely using COTS 

components and equipped with a 3-lead ECG, 2-lead (unilateral) EDA, and PPG modules for 

simultaneous multi-sensor monitoring at a programmable sampling frequency. With both the 

ASSIST system and the BIOPAC at a 100 Hz sampling frequency, the in-house ECG module 

(using the standard Ag/AgCl adhesive wet electrodes) is validated to show matching QRS complex 

and HR measurement data on the chest and the upper arm. Furthermore, EDA is validated on the 

fingers bilaterally during various types of daily life stimuli using the ASSIST system (with the 

referred Ag/AgCl dry electrodes) and the BIOPAC set to a 10Hz and a 100 Hz sampling frequency, 

respectively. The data shows closely matching EDA measurements, except for a few missing data 

points and expected bilateral differences. The design decision of increasing the ASSIST system’s 

EDA sampling frequency to 100 Hz is made to avoid the loss of critical data points moving 

forward. 

The Empatica E4 watch is a research-grade and accurate enough wrist-mounted wearable 

device for HR, EDA, temperature, and motion measurements providing a more comfortable, 

wearable, and cost-effective solution compared to other benchtop devices such as the BIOPAC. 
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The EDA acquisition from the Empatica E4 watch measures fluctuating changes in skin properties 

on the inner wrist using two dry Ag/AgCl electrodes. The data is sampled at 4 Hz and specified in 

the units of micro-Siemens which is processed in a spreadsheet and made available on the E4 

Connect portal. 

This chapter contains preliminary experiments performed to assess multiple parts of the 

upper body for 3-lead ECG and 2-lead EDA detection to find compatible, wearable, and 

comfortable location pairings for simultaneous multi-sensor measurement. The ASSIST system 

and the BIOPAC system, both at a 100 Hz sampling frequency, are used to assess ECG locations 

and EDA locations, respectively. Acceptable ECG locations are wearable sites on the upper body 

that detect a clear QRS complex with strong peaks for HR detection during resting state in healthy 

individuals, as shown by the reference chest and upper arm ECG data. Acceptable EDA locations 

are wearable sites on the upper body that detect a smoothly changing conductance curve with the 

least amount of noise for a stimulus, as shown by the reference finger EDA data. Out of the eight 

explored ECG locations, the chest, upper arm, front neck, wrist, and palm locations are considered 

valid based on the ECG metrics. Moreover, out of the twelve explored EDA locations, only the 

fingers and the two palm orientations are considered valid and suitable based on the EDA metrics 

and the scope of the study. The wrist orientation 2 location, matching the Empatica E4 electrode 

placement, shows valid data for processed EDA but upon further consideration is deemed 

unsuitable for the study due to invalidity of the raw EDA signal. Thus, the viable EDA locations 

are limited to the forearm area which consequently induces limitations on the available wearable 

ECG locations for simultaneous measurement. The following six ECG and EDA pairings are 

considered valid for the intended wearable system: 
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1. Wrist ECG + Finger EDA 

2. Wrist ECG + Palm (orientation 1) EDA 

3. Wrist ECG + Palm (orientation 2) EDA 

4. Palm ECG + Finger EDA 

5. Palm ECG + Palm (orientation 1) EDA 

6. Palm ECG + Palm (orientation 2) EDA 

The goal of this study is to select comfortable and practical locations for the user for 

continuous daily life monitoring. Since fingers are a highly used body-part in most daily life 

activities, the pairings that include finger EDA are rejected due to their impracticality compared 

to the alternative measurement locations. Subsequently, palm orientation 1 is considered more 

favorable than palm orientation 2 (shown in Fig. 2.21(b)) due to the former’s aligned electrode 

placement where both the utilized electrodes are close to the wrist ECG site. This facilitates the 

construction of a wearable wrist brace design for the final intended system shown in Fig. 2.26. 

Therefore, the final two wearable ECG and EDA location pairings include the 2. Wrist ECG + 

Palm (orientation 1) EDA, and 5. Palm ECG + Palm (orientation 1) EDA. Since the Palm ECG + 

Palm (orientation 1) EDA location requires the ECG and EDA electrodes to be in the same 

positions, this location is not explored in this study due to hardware limitations that require the use 

of different electrode chemistries for ECG and EDA acquisition. In this study, the Wrist ECG + 

Palm (orientation 1) EDA is chosen and thoroughly explored through systematic evaluations.  
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CHAPTER 3: FINAL PROTOCOL OVERVIEW 

This chapter outlines the human subject information and testing requirements for this study. 

This chapter also includes critical information about the testing protocol generation and its 

parameters for simultaneous wearable monitoring to subsequently present the signal processing 

techniques for ECG and Bilateral EDA acquisition. Section 3.1 provides an overview of the formal 

requirements for the research study and the necessary human subject information. Section 3.2 

details the final protocol generation for systematic ANS detection for daily life activities, including 

important signal processing parameters for ECG and Bilateral EDA acquisition. 

3.1 Research Study Requirements 

The research is supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) through the 

Nanoscience Engineering Research Center for Advanced Self-Powered Systems of Integrated 

Sensors and Technologies (ASSIST Center) at North Carolina State University (NCSU) under 

Grant EEC-1160483. This study is approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of NCSU 

(IRB NCSU 12418). All human subjects are adults in the age range of 20 to 40 years without any 

known pre-existing chronic or short-term (including COVID-19) health complications. Each 

subject provided written informed consent for the study before data acquisition. 

3.1.1 Human Subject Information 

Four human subjects between the ages of 20 and 40 years provided written informed 

consent to participate in this study prior to data acquisition. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the 

recruited participants. As shown in the table, the sample set includes one left-handed female, one 

right-handed female, and two right-handed males. 
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Table 3.1: Human subject information 
Human Subject Gender Handed-ness  

(for Bilateral EDA assessment) 
Subject 1 Female Left-handed 

Subject 2 Male Right-handed 

Subject 3 Female Right-handed 

Subject 4 Male Right-handed 

 
3.2 Simultaneous ECG/Bilateral EDA Testing: Final Protocol 

The experiments aim to accurately detect ANS changes in the body via simultaneous ECG 

and Bilateral EDA wearable monitoring using systematic and standardized tests that emulate daily 

life activities. The complete experimental setup and generated protocols must meet the following 

requirements to overcome the limitations of previous studies in this domain (as previously 

discussed in Chapter 1): 

1. Simultaneous and wearable ECG and Bilateral EDA monitoring: for multi-

dimensional, reliable, and accurate ANS leveled analysis. 

2. Specific human sense arousal: for an objective and impact-driven ANS evaluation. 

3. Well-controlled yet realistic protocol generation: to emulate the effect of daily life 

activities on ANS and to calibrate based on different human subjects. 

4. Use of qualitative and continuous reference monitors: to ensure reliable and 

trustworthy signal acquisition. 

5. Multi-site evaluation: as a method to extend the research findings to obtain a 

complete picture.  

3.2.1 Experimental Setup 

The available resources for the experiments include the validated custom wearable ASSIST 

system for both ECG and unilateral EDA monitoring, the commercial Empatica E4 wrist-worn 
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unilateral EDA solution, and the reference bench-top BIOPAC ECG and unilateral EDA system 

(previously discussed in Chapter 2). The developed custom wearable ASSIST system created 

within our research group and previously validated against the reference BIOPAC system is used 

to assess ECG and single-channel EDA signals in this study. The reference BIOPAC EDA system 

is simultaneously used as a second channel to evaluate Bilateral EDA. Here, the reference 

BIOPAC EDA system is employed instead of the Empatica E4 watch as the second channel since 

the former is proven to provide a more credible raw EDA signal. Additionally, the Empatica E4 

watch is designed to be worn on the wrist, which limits its efficient use for a multi-site EDA 

evaluation. For this early Bilateral EDA study, the established BIOPAC EDA also behaves like a 

qualitative and continuous signal quality measure. In the future, the ASSIST system will be 

expanded to include two EDA channels to provide Bilateral EDA measurement capabilities to 

completely satisfy the need for wearable simultaneous monitoring. Furthermore, based on the 

findings in Chapter 2, the complete wearable system is chosen to be assessed for wrist ECG and 

palm EDA locations on the upper body.  

The final wearable experimental setup for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA 

monitoring shown in Fig. 3.1 utilizes the ASSIST system (for ECG and channel-one EDA) and 

the reference BIOPAC system (for channel-two EDA) worn on the wrist (ECG) and palm (EDA). 

Fig. 3.1 intentionally shows exposed electrodes for better visualization of the experimental setup, 

these electrodes are concealed using an elastic fabric. Both the ASSIST and the BIOPAC systems 

employ wireless signal acquisition using their individual armband modules. As mentioned 

previously in Chapter 2, the Ag/AgCl adhesive gel electrodes are used for ECG acquisition. 

Additionally, dry Ag/AgCl electrodes secured using an elastic fabric and isotonic gel adhesive 

electrodes are used for EDA acquisition using the ASSIST system and the BIOPAC system, 
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respectively. The presented experimental setup provides a wearable solution for simultaneous 

ECG and Bilateral EDA monitoring to create a reliable and multi-dimensional sensing platform 

for a leveled ANS analysis. The solution also includes a qualitative and continuous reference EDA 

monitor through the BIOPAC EDA channel to ensure trustworthy signal acquisition at all times 

for this study. 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1: Final protocol experimental setup for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA 
acquisition using the custom ASSIST system and the reference BIOPAC system 

 
3.2.2 Protocol and Tests Generation 

A general testing protocol is formed while considering the need to create systematic and 

standardized tests. All tests are performed in a quiet room containing the subject (participant) and 

two experiment instructors (for experimental setup and device handling). The goal of the protocol 

is to distinguish the exact ANS response for a particular stimulus while ensuring calibration 

capabilities for different human subjects. This is done by creating short-term (2 minutes long) 

controlled testing scenarios with three stages and two state changes as follows:  

State 1 (30 seconds) à State 2 (30 seconds) à State 1 (60 seconds) 

State 1 is defined as the “resting” stage, where the subject is asked to sit stationarily on a chair 

with closed eyes in a quiet well-controlled environment. The subject is required to close their eyes 
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and avoid physical movement in this state to isolate the effect of specific human senses and avoid 

external parameters that may act as artifacts to objectively evaluate the results. State 2 is defined 

as the “stimulus” stage, where the external stimulus is applied based on the test being performed. 

The final stage of the protocol repeats State 1 and is considered the “recovery resting” stage to 

explicitly understand State 2’s effect on ANS when directly compared to the starting stage and 

evaluate the body’s recovery. A timer is set to have specified intervals and produces a “beep” 

sound to indicate the end of each stage of the experiment. From the findings mentioned in Chapter 

2, it is evident that human emotions are complex entities with multiple positive and/or negative 

associations at most given times. The design decision to include short duration (30 to 60 seconds) 

stages is made to identify their effect distinctly and objectively. Thus, the “resting” stage 1 and the 

“stimulus” stage 2 are made 30 seconds long to avoid vague results due to mixed emotional 

parameters [8], [20], [26]. Additionally, the protocol repeats the first state (State 1) as a calibration 

technique for different human subjects. The final “resting recovery” stage 3 is generated to be 60 

seconds long to provide sufficient time for ANS recovery. The mentioned protocol is developed 

to assess the state changes and signal variation for ANS analysis. The subject is made aware of the 

state and stimulus requirements before each executed test. 

Different tests are formed as State 2 in the given protocol. The tests are designed to specify 

and differentiate the impact of each human sense while inducing the effect of common daily life 

activities. Three out of the five human senses (visual, audio, touch, taste, smell) are evaluated in 

this study: visual, audio, and touch. Stroop test is a highly used short-term visual stimulus for the 

inducement of daily life effects on human subjects and is performed in this study as State 2 for the 

visual test [39], [47]. The test requires the subject to open their eyes upon the end of the “resting” 

stage 1 as instructed after the first “beep”. The subject is then required to color match three words 
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on the mobile screen (words ‘red’ or ‘green’ printed in colors red or green) for 30 seconds by 

corresponding the print color of the first word to the correct word from the other two options. For 

the example shown in Fig. 3.2, the subject would correctly read the print color green (the top word) 

and match it to the word ‘green’ (bottom right word) by verbally telling the instructors “left” or 

“right”. Additionally, the subject is made aware of the remaining stimulus duration (the 30-second 

circle) and their performance (acquired points for each correct response) via the center of the 

mobile screen. At the end of the “stimulus” stage 2, the subject hears the second “beep” and is 

instructed to close their eyes to initiate the “recovery resting” stage of the experiment. The 

designed visual test requires no movement or distractions from the subject, which ensures the 

acquired data to objectively indicate the effect of the visual stimulus.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Test 1, Visual: Stroop test stimulus, given by matching the top word print color green 
to the correct word ‘green’ from the bottom right 

 
The audio test, used as State 2, is designed using a 30-second sound file containing traffic 

noises to induce the effect of a real-life situation. Upon the end of the “resting” stage 1, the subject 

hears a “beep” and is instructed to keep their eyes closed. The sound file is played at a nominal 

volume to initiate the “stimulus” stage 2. At the end of this 30-second stage, the sound file stops, 
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and the subject hears a second “beep” to indicate the initiation of the “resting recovery” stage 3. 

Eyes are kept closed throughout the 2-minute experiment duration. The designed audio test 

requires no physical movement or distractions (or visual stimulation) from the subject, which 

ensures the acquired data to objectively indicate the effect of the audio stimulus.  

Our research group has previously published preliminary experiments for unilateral EDA 

using a minor pinch (1-second) stimulus as a part of a complex experiment to show elevated 

response in the ANS [16]. Thus, the touch test stimulus in this study is designed to expand on this 

preliminary finding to evaluate simultaneous ECG and EDA monitoring for a more specific human 

sense experiment. Upon the end of the “resting” stage 1, the subject hears a “beep” and is instructed 

to keep their eyes closed. The touch stimulus, used as State 2, includes a minor 1-second-long 

pinch on the subject’s right leg (lower limb) induced by an instructor at any given time during the 

30-second “stimulus” stage 2. Thus, the human subject is not aware of when the pinch might occur 

in the 30-second time frame to induce an emotional response due to the element of surprise. At the 

end of this 30-second stage, the subject hears a second “beep” to indicate the initiation of the 

“resting recovery” stage 3. Eyes are kept closed throughout the 2-minute experiment duration. 

Since this type of sense requires some element of physical movement, the design choice to execute 

the pinch on the lower limb is made to avoid excessive EMG reactions near the ECG and EDA 

testing locations on the upper body. Thus, the designed touch test requires no distractions 

(including visual or audio stimulation) from the subject, which ensures the acquired data to 

objectively indicate the effect of the audio stimulus.  

An additional final test is incorporated to understand the effect of multiple human sense 

inducements through the accumulation of various stimuli. The accumulation test is performed by 

reusing the two stimuli from the audio and visual tests simultaneously. The design decision of 
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excluding the touch stimulus is made to avoid possible EMG implications. Upon the end of the 

“resting” stage 1, the subject hears a “beep” and is instructed to open their eyes. To initiate the 

“stimulus” stage 2, the sound file is played at a nominal volume, and the subject begins the Stroop 

test by verbally telling the instructors “left” or “right” concurrently for 30 seconds. At the end of 

the “stimulus” stage 2, the subject hears a second “beep” and is instructed to close their eyes to 

initiate the “recovery resting” stage of the experiment. The designed accumulation test requires no 

movement or distractions from the subject, which ensures the acquired data to objectively indicate 

the effect of the accumulation stimulus. 

3.2.3 Final Protocol Overview and Evaluation 

The designed experiments must provide multi-site simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA 

data, including a continuous signal quality monitor for specific human sense arousal using well-

controlled yet realistic protocols. The final protocol for the four designed human sense stimuli tests 

is as follows: 

State 1 (30 seconds) à State 2 (30 seconds) à State 1 (60 seconds) 

Where, State 1: stationary human subject sitting with closed eyes in a quiet room, and State 2: 

1. Test 1, Visual: Verbal Stroop test with open eyes (no movement or distractions) 

2. Test 2, Audio: Traffic sounds with closed eyes (no movement or distractions) 

3. Test 3, Touch: Surprise 1-second-long pinch with closed eyes (no distractions) 

4. Test 4, Accumulation: Simultaneous verbal Stroop test and traffic sounds with open 

eyes (no movement or distractions) 

The complete data is divided into two datasets. The first dataset is used to analyze the ANS 

differences between the various stimuli (tests mentioned above), whereas the second dataset is 

used to analyze the ANS differences between the various human subjects. For the scope of analysis 
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for this study, the experiments (Test 1 through Test 4) for the first dataset are performed only on 

Subject 1. Additionally, after data acquisition, Subject 1 is asked to rank the tests in order of 

predicted emotional response based on their perspective. For the second dataset, only Test 4 

(accumulation) is performed on all four subjects. After data acquisition, each subject is asked to 

rate the test on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) for the predicted emotional response based on 

their perspective. Each participant is given monetary rewards (a $10 Amazon gift card) upon the 

completion of the experiments. Thus, the analysis for this study is designed precisely through 

systematized and condensed datasets to obtain objective conclusions. Moreover, to avoid a 

subjective analysis, the questionnaires are not used to make conclusions but instead used as a 

method to verify the conclusions. 

The developed experimental setup and testing protocols promise a multi-dimensional, 

reliable, and accurate ANS leveled analysis for daily life activities by employing qualitative and 

continuous signal quality monitors for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA monitoring. 

Additionally, the designed custom ASSIST system provides wearable capabilities by utilizing a 

validated forearm location pairing that is implemented comfortably for the user. The four 

mentioned stimulus tests isolate each human sense at a time using well-controlled protocols to 

achieve an objective and impact-driven ANS evaluation. Each chosen stimulus ensures realistic 

and proven implications for daily life. Additionally, the general testing protocol is created to ensure 

adaptability for use on multiple human subjects through the inclusion of repeated states. This is 

used as a method of building ANS conclusions through a state comparison analysis instead of an 

absolute analysis. Finally, the subjects are given monetary rewards to ensure their motivated 

engagement to reduce biased results [8]. 
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The final experiments are performed only on the upper body due to IRB limitations which 

prevents a complete multi-site evaluation. In the future, the IRB will be amended to include lower 

body evaluations to extend upon the research findings of this study to obtain a comprehensive 

representation of ANS. 

3.2.4 Signal Processing for ECG and Bilateral EDA 

The acquired ASSIST ECG signal is filtered on MATLAB using de-noising and 

smoothening functions to remove baseline noise and calculate HR in units of beats-per-minute 

(BPM) through an R-R analysis. The on-board ECG module includes a narrow-band filter 

characteristic required to reduce motion artifacts. The narrow-band filter is implemented using a 

two-pole low-pass filter and a two-pole high-pass filter set to 27 Hz and 7 Hz, respectively. The 

incoming board ECG signal is further smoothened and filtered using MATLAB. The ECG signal 

is first processed for high-frequency noise removal using a fourth order Savitzky-Golay finite 

impulse response (FIR) smoothing filter (sgolayfilt, from the Signal Processing Toolbox), which 

is further smoothened using a moving curve filter (smooth). This signal is de-noised using wavelet 

decomposition methods using the default global threshold (wavedec and ddencmp followed by 

wdencmp, from the Wavelet Toolbox). The obtained signal is plotted in this study as the filtered 

ECG signal. 

A MATLAB function is developed in this study for an R-R analysis to calculate HR in 

BPM from the ECG response. This function is used to calculate HR for each stage of the protocol 

by specifying the data indices for the stage’s time window. The filtered ECG signal is further 

processed using zero-phase digital filtering (filtfilt) to conserve naturally occurring time stamps 

and raised to a power of two for subsequent R-R peak detection. This is then convoluted (conv) 

with a sampling frequency scaled row matrix, and the result is used to find local maxima 
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(findpeaks) values to detect ECG R peaks. The peak-to-peak distance (R-R interval) is calculated 

and normalized with respect to time to provide the HR value in BPM. 

The ASSIST and BIOPAC raw EDA signals are processed on MATLAB to correct their 

mismatching baselines, signal delays, and amplifications for Bilateral EDA comparison. The two 

EDA signals are converged and scaled with respect to their original values to generate a baseline 

of zero and match amplifications for both signals. The signals are manually analyzed for time 

delays and corrected correspondingly with padded ‘NaN’ values to ensure matching start times. 

The processed ASSIST EDA data is smoothened using a moving curve function (smooth, at an 

iteration of 100). The two signals are plotted simultaneously to provide the Bilateral EDA plot.  

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter provides information about the experimental setup and generated protocols to 

meet the research study requirements. For the scope of this study, the experiments are performed 

on four human subjects: one left-handed female (Subject 1), one right-handed male (Subject 2), 

one right-handed female (Subject 3), and another right-handed male (Subject 4), between the ages 

of 20 and 40 years with no pre-existing health conditions. Each experiment is performed in a quiet 

room containing the subject (participant) and two experiment instructors. 

The final protocol and tests are designed to accurately detect ANS changes in the body 

through simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA wearable monitoring using qualitative signal quality 

monitors and well-controlled experiments that emulate daily life activities. The experimental setup 

used in each test utilizes our custom wearable ASSIST system (for ECG and channel-one EDA) 

and the reference BIOPAC system (for channel-two EDA and the signal-quality monitor) worn on 

the forearm in the form of wearable armband modules for simultaneous wrist ECG and palm EDA 

detection. Moreover, all tests follow the same general protocol with three experimental stages and 
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two states as follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 30 seconds à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 30 seconds 

à Stage 3 “resting recovery” stage: 60 seconds. State 1 requires the subject to sit stationarily on 

a chair with closed eyes and no physical movement. State 2 has four variations based on the test 

being performed to impact specific human senses while allowing real-life implications: visual 

(verbal Stroop test), audio (traffic sounds), touch (surprise 1-second-long pinch), and accumulation 

(verbal Stroop test + traffic sounds). The reoccurrence of State 1 as the final stage serves as a 

calibration and comparison method to analyze ANS in different human subjects. Additionally, the 

final “resting recovery” stage is intentionally designed to be twice as long to provide enough time 

for the body’s recovery. Finally, after each experiment, the subject is asked to rank and rate their 

experience based on the level of perceived emotional response and given a monetary reward. The 

complete data is divided into two datasets based on the goal of analysis: stimulus variation and 

subject variation. All four tests (visual, audio, touch, and accumulation) are performed on Subject 

1 in the first dataset for stimulus variation analysis. Only the accumulation test is performed on all 

four subjects in the second dataset for subject variation analysis. This creates an organized and 

compact method of data analysis to drive specific and objective conclusions.  

The ECG and Bilateral EDA signals acquired from the ASSIST and the BIOPAC systems 

are processed on MATLAB for analysis. The incoming ASSIST board ECG is processed for high-

frequency noise removal using fourth order Savitzky-Golay FIR smoothing and moving curve 

filters. This signal is de-noised using wavelet decomposition methods and plotted as the filtered 

ECG signal for this study. A MATLAB function is developed for R-R analysis to calculate HR in 

units of BPM from the ECG response for each stage of the protocol using corresponding time 

windows. The filtered ECG signal is further processed using zero-phase digital filtering and raised 

to a power of two, which is then convoluted with a sampling frequency scaled row matrix to find 
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local maxima values to detect ECG R peaks. The R-R interval is calculated and normalized with 

respect to time, to provide the HR value in BPM. The ASSIST and BIOPAC raw EDA signals are 

processed on MATLAB to correct their mismatching baselines, signal delays, and amplifications 

for Bilateral EDA comparison. The two EDA signals are converged, scaled with respect to their 

original values, and manually analyzed and corrected for starting time delays. The processed 

ASSIST EDA data is smoothened using a moving curve function. The two EDA signals are plotted 

simultaneously to provide the Bilateral EDA plot.  
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS 

This chapter evaluates the acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA signals from the ASSIST and 

BIOPAC systems using the developed experimental setup in two datasets: stimulus and subject 

variation. Section 4.1 presents and analyzes the first acquired dataset to show stimulus variation 

for four different types of protocols differentiated by specific human senses on one subject. Section 

4.2 presents and analyzes the second acquired dataset to show subject variation for one protocol 

on four different subjects. 

4.1 Simultaneous ECG/Bilateral EDA Testing: Stimulus Variation 

This section includes and analyzes the acquired data for the first dataset. The four tests 

(visual, audio, touch, and accumulation) are performed on Subject 1 (a left-handed female) using 

the designed 2-minute-long protocols. All data shown in the following sub-sections observe the 

developed wearable experimental setup for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA monitoring 

utilizing the ASSIST system (for ECG and channel-one EDA) and the reference BIOPAC system 

(for channel-two EDA) worn on the wrist (ECG) and palm (EDA), as shown previously in Fig. 

3.1. After the completion of the four tests, Subject 1 ranked the experiments in the following order 

(from highest to lowest perceived emotional response): Test 4 (Accumulation), Test 2 (Audio), 

Test 1 (Visual), Test 3 (Touch). The presented data is processed and filtered on MATLAB using 

methods mentioned in Chapter 3 to include HR measurements for each stage of the protocol.  

The analysis method established in this study is based on ECG and EDA principles for 

ANS detection. ANS is comprised of SNA (‘fight-or-flight’ response) and PSNA (‘rest-and-digest’ 

response), which operate to complement and oppose one another [9]-[11]. ECG HR variability is 

proved to be a parameterized process determined by the net result of SNA and PSNA, whereas 
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EDA is solely mediated by SNA during strain-inducing stimuli [16]-[17]. This knowledge is used 

as the working principle for data analysis in this study. 

4.1.1 Subject 1 Test Data: Test 1, Visual 

The acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 1, Visual performed on Subject 1 are 

shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, respectively. The calculated HR rate changes for each stage are as 

follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 72 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 78 BPM à Stage 3 “resting 

recovery” stage: 73 BPM. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1: Subject 1: Test 1, Visual - Filtered ECG data; 72 BPM à 78 BPM à 73 BPM 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2: Subject 1: Test 1, Visual - Processed Bilateral EDA data 
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Fig. 4.1 shows the filtered wrist ECG response for the subject under the visual Stroop test 

protocol to show distinct R peaks and clear QRS complexes making this data valid for analysis. 

The HR calculations for each stage of the experiment show a 6 BPM increase (with respect to the 

starting “resting” stage) for the stimulus time window, and a 5 BPM decrease (with respect to the 

starting “stimulus” stage) for the recovery time window. Since HR variability is a net ANS change, 

where SNA causes an increase in HR and PSNA causes a decrease in HR, it is hypothesized that 

SNA shows dominance during the active stimulus time while PSNA shows dominance during the 

recovery stage for the visual strain-inducing stimulus on Subject 1 [9]-[11]. Additionally, the net 

HR variation result shows a net increase of 1 BPM (6 BPM – 5 BPM: starting “resting” stage 

compared to the final “resting recovery” stage). However, a 1 BPM difference is not considered 

significant to provide any major conclusions for this study. 

Previous studies have indicated a higher EDA response from the dominant side of the body 

compared to the non-dominant side of the body to show asynchronous deflections for Bilateral 

EDA, which exhibits the sole effect of SNA for a strain-inducing stimulus [18]-[20] (Fig. 1.5). 

However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has specifically analyzed the Bilateral EDA 

recovery upon the end of an induced stimulus as a method to correlate the ANS implications found 

through simultaneous ECG measurements, making this the principle for Bilateral EDA analysis 

for this study. Fig. 4.2 shows the processed palm Bilateral EDA response for the left-handed 

subject under the visual Stroop test protocol. The data shows synchronous Bilateral EDA data for 

the “resting” stage as verified through validated findings from previous investigations [18]-[20]. 

As shown using the red dotted line in Fig. 4.2, a sharp EDA increase is found at the beginning of 

the stimulus response with an asynchronous bilateral response showing higher left EDA (dominant 

side for Subject 1). Towards the end of the “stimulus” stage and during the “resting recovery” 
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stage, the dominant-side EDA shows a significant recovery with a much faster decreasing gradient 

than the non-dominant-side EDA, due to faster decreasing SNA activity in the dominant-side 

(more effected-side) of the body. Additionally, similar to the results shown in previous Bilateral 

EDA publications, the dominant-side of the body shows higher EDA levels for high-stake 

situations and lower EDA levels for low-stake (ex: recovery) situations [18]. It is interesting to 

note that at the end of the complete protocol, the net EDA levels for either side of the body show 

lower levels than the beginning “resting” stage. The mentioned Bilateral EDA changes are 

hypothesized to show higher SNA interaction for the “stimulus” stage and a much lower SNA 

interaction for the “resting recovery” stage (with respect to the starting “resting” stage). 

The hypothesized ECG and Bilateral EDA effects are compared to provide a conclusive 

result. The ANS activity during the visual stimulation shows the increasing activity of SNA and 

non-dominant PSNA effects. The ANS activity during emotional recovery shows the decreasing 

activity of SNA and dominant effects of PSNA. The net response for the complete protocol shows 

nominal HR change for ECG and offsetting Bilateral EDA effects to conclude a balanced net ANS 

response (SNA=PSNA). This idea will be further explored in Section 4.1.5 to compare similarly 

analyzed data for multiple human sense stimuli. 

4.1.2 Subject 1 Test Data: Test 2, Audio 

The acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 2, Audio performed on Subject 1 are 

shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, respectively. The calculated HR rate changes for each stage are as 

follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 62 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 74 BPM à Stage 3 “resting 

recovery” stage: 64 BPM.  
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Figure 4.3: Subject 1: Test 2, Audio - Filtered ECG data; 62 BPM à 74 BPM à 64 BPM 
 

 
Figure 4.4: Subject 1: Test 2, Audio - Processed Bilateral EDA data 

 
Fig. 4.3 shows the filtered wrist ECG response for the subject under the audio test protocol 

to show distinct R peaks and clear QRS complexes making this data valid for analysis. The HR 

calculations for each stage of the experiment show a 12 BPM increase (with respect to the starting 

“resting” stage), a 2x change compared to the visual experiment for the stimulus time window, and 

a 10 BPM decrease (with respect to the starting “stimulus” stage) for the recovery time window. 

It is hypothesized that SNA shows strong dominance during the active stimulus time while PSNA 

shows strong dominance during the recovery stage for an audio strain-inducing stimulus on Subject 

1. Additionally, the net HR variation result shows a net increase of 2 BPM (12 BPM – 10 BPM: 
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starting “resting” stage compared to the final “resting recovery” stage), which is higher than the 

result from the visual experiment, caused due to a significant HR changes. 

Fig. 4.4 shows the processed palm Bilateral EDA response for the left-handed subject under 

the audio protocol. The data shows synchronous Bilateral EDA for the “resting” stage as expected. 

The “stimulus” stage EDA data shows wavering disturbances and continually elevated levels with 

higher absolute values for left EDA (dominant side for Subject 1), as shown using the red dotted 

lines in Fig. 4.4. During the “resting recovery” stage, the dominant-side and the non-dominant-

side EDA show slower recovery with similar decreasing gradients. Although the net EDA levels 

for either side of the body show lower levels than that of the beginning “resting” stage, more EDA 

disturbances are noted towards the end of the protocol, possibly due to unconscious thoughts or 

lingering stimulus. Due to the continually changing EDA levels and disturbances, the mentioned 

Bilateral EDA changes are hypothesized to show higher SNA interaction for the “stimulus” stage 

and the “resting recovery” stage (with respect to the starting “resting” stage). 

The hypothesized ECG and Bilateral EDA effects are compared to provide a conclusive 

result. The ANS activity during the audio stimulation shows increasing activity of SNA and non-

dominant PSNA effects. The ANS activity during emotional recovery shows recurrent SNA 

activity yet dominant effects of PSNA (due to a significant 10 BPM HR drop). The net response 

for the complete protocol shows high HR change for ECG and a slower dominant-side recovery 

for Bilateral EDA to conclude a higher SNA net ANS response (SNA>>PSNA). This idea will be 

further explored in Section 4.1.5 to compare similarly analyzed data for multiple human sense 

stimuli. 
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4.1.3 Subject 1 Test Data: Test 3, Touch 

The acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 3, Touch performed on Subject 1 are 

shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, respectively. The calculated HR rate changes for each stage are as 

follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 68 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 64 BPM à Stage 3 “resting 

recovery” stage: 68 BPM. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4.5: Subject 1: Test 3, Touch - Filtered ECG data; 68 BPM à 64 BPM à 68 BPM 
 

 
Figure 4.6: Subject 1: Test 3, Touch - Processed Bilateral EDA data 

 
Fig. 4.5 shows the filtered wrist ECG response for the subject under the touch test (1-

second pinch) protocol to show distinct R peaks and clear QRS complexes making this data valid 
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for analysis. The HR calculations for each stage of the experiment show a 4 BPM drop (with 

respect to the starting “resting” stage) for the stimulus time window, and a 4 BPM increase (with 

respect to the starting “stimulus” stage) for the recovery time window. It is important to note that 

this test observes a HR decrease for the stimulus window, unlike prior data. It is hypothesized that 

PSNA shows dominance during the active stimulus time, which decreases during the recovery 

stage for a touch strain-inducing stimulus on Subject 1. Additionally, the net HR variation result 

shows complete recovery (4 BPM – 4 BPM: starting “resting” stage compared to the final “resting 

recovery” stage), unlike other evaluated human senses.  

Fig. 4.6 shows the processed palm Bilateral EDA response for the left-handed subject under 

the touch protocol. The “resting” stage Bilateral EDA data is compared to the subsequent changes 

as a calibration method. The “stimulus” stage EDA data shows an instantaneous peak at the 1-

second-long pinch occurrence time, displaying a higher left EDA response (dominant side for 

Subject 1), as shown using the red dotted line in Fig. 4.6, which rapidly recovers. In this case, the 

“resting recovery” stage demonstrates a unique response showing a faster-decreasing gradient for 

the non-dominant-side EDA when compared to the dominant-side EDA. Although the net EDA 

levels for either side of the body show lower levels than that of the beginning “resting” stage, the 

dominant-side EDA does not show a significant decrease. It is noted that the pinch was performed 

on the non-dominant side of the body (right leg). Thus, the mentioned Bilateral EDA changes are 

hypothesized to show high SNA activity at the stimulus instant, which rapidly decreases with time, 

especially for the stimulated side of the body. 

The hypothesized ECG and Bilateral EDA effects are compared to provide a conclusive 

result. The ANS activity during the touch stimulation shows instantaneous SNA activity and 

dominant PSNA activity following the performed stimulus. The ANS activity during the recovery 
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window shows lower SNA activity and balanced effects of PSNA. The net response for the 

complete protocol shows no HR change for ECG, inverse HR variability with stimulus, and faster 

stimulus-side (non-dominant-side) decrease for Bilateral EDA, to conclude a higher PSNA net 

ANS instantaneous response (PSNA>>SNA). It is further hypothesized that the touch strain-

induction causes instantaneous ANS change that is short-lived and recovers back to its original 

state upon the end of the stimulus. This instantaneous ANS change occurs more significantly on 

the affected side of the body, possibly due to the generated EMG activity. This idea will be further 

explored in Section 4.1.5 to compare similarly analyzed data for multiple human sense stimuli. 

4.1.4 Subject 1 Test Data: Test 4, Accumulation 

The acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 4, Accumulation performed on Subject 

1 are shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively. The calculated HR rate changes for each stage 

are as follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 62 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 74 BPM à Stage 3 

“resting recovery” stage: 55 BPM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.7: Subject 1: Test 4, Accumulation - Filtered ECG data; 62 BPM à 74 BPM à 55 
BPM 
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Figure 4.8: Subject 1: Test 4, Accumulation - Processed Bilateral EDA data 

 
Fig. 4.7 shows the filtered wrist ECG response for the subject under the accumulation test 

(simultaneous visual Stroop test + audio test) protocol to show distinct R peaks and clear QRS 

complexes making this data valid for analysis. The HR calculations for each stage of the 

experiment show a 12 BPM increase (with respect to the starting “resting” stage) for the stimulus 

time window, similar to the high HR change in the audio test, and a 19 BPM drop (with respect to 

the starting “stimulus” stage) for the recovery time window, proved to be the highest observed HR 

change. Thus, it is hypothesized that SNA shows dominance during the stimulus time while PSNA 

shows significant dominance during the recovery stage for an accumulation strain-inducing 

stimulus on Subject 1. Additionally, the net HR variation result shows more than complete 

recovery with a net decrease of 7 BPM (12 BPM – 19 BPM: starting “resting” stage compared to 

the final “resting recovery” stage), unlike other evaluated human senses. It is noted that the 

accumulation test is the only evaluated human sense protocol that shows more than full HR 

recovery, implying significant effects of PSNA. A longer-term stimulation study for similar tests 
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in the future can help understand the lasting PSNA effects to evaluate whether the HR converts 

back to the starting value (in this case 62 BPM) with more experiment time. 

Fig. 4.8 shows the processed palm Bilateral EDA response for the left-handed subject under 

the accumulation protocol. The data shows synchronous Bilateral EDA data for the “resting” stage 

as expected. The “stimulus” stage EDA data shows distinct elevated levels, with a much higher 

left EDA response (dominant side for Subject 1), as shown using the red dotted line in Fig. 4.8. It 

is noted that the EDA conductance levels for this experiment is about 2.5x of any previous data, 

implying a significantly higher SNA activity. During the “resting recovery” stage, the dominant-

side EDA shows the fastest decreasing gradient compared to other human sense evaluations. 

Although the net EDA levels for the non-dominant-side shows similar levels and the dominant-

side shows slightly lower levels than that of the beginning “resting” stage, the net decrease in EDA 

levels is much higher for the dominant-side. 

The hypothesized ECG and Bilateral EDA effects are compared to provide a conclusive 

result. The ANS activity during the accumulation stimulation shows much higher SNA activity 

than PSNA activity (due to a significant 12 BPM HR increase and elevated EDA values). The 

ANS activity during the recovery window shows much higher PSNA activity than SNA activity 

(due to a significant 19 BPM HR drop). The net response for the complete protocol shows 

significantly high levels of SNA during stimulus time, whereas significantly high levels of PSNA 

during recovery time, concluding a complex ANS response (SNA>>PSNA at stimulus and 

PSNA>>SNA at recovery). This idea will be further explored in Section 4.1.5 to compare similarly 

analyzed data for multiple human sense stimuli. 
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4.1.5 Discussion 

The first dataset for the evaluation of different human sense-based protocols performed on 

Subject 1 is summarized in Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.9 for ECG and Bilateral EDA measurements, 

respectively. The analysis principle is based on the following developed ANS (SNA + PSNA) 

principles, where SNA is the ‘fight-or-flight’ response and PSNA is the ‘rest-and-digest’ response 

[9]-[11], [16]-[20]: 

1. ECG HR variability is a net result of SNA and PSNA, where SNA causes an HR 

increase and PSNA causes an HR drop. 

2. Bilateral EDA is solely mediated by SNA, where normally synchronous signals 

show disturbances and asynchronous responses with higher dominant-side EDA 

during strain-inducing stimuli. 

3. The derived conclusions are verified against the subject’s post-experiment 

subjective rankings for their perceived emotional response shown below (from 

highest to lowest response): 

§ Rank 1: Test 4, Accumulation 

§ Rank 2: Test 2, Audio 

§ Rank 3: Test 1, Visual 

§ Rank 4: Test 3, Touch 

Table 4.1: Stimulus variation, Subject 1: ECG summary 
Experiment HR Stimulus Change HR Recovery Change Net HR Change 

Test 1, Visual 6 BPM increase 5 BPM drop 1 BPM increase 

Test 2, Audio 12 BPM increase 10 BPM drop 2 BPM increase 

Test 3, Touch 4 BPM drop 4 BPM increase No change 

Test 4, Accumulation 12 BPM increase 19 BPM drop 7 BPM drop 
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Figure 4.9: Stimulus variation, Subject 1: Bilateral summary 
 

The visual test, performed using the verbal Stroop test, concludes the ANS activity to show 

increasing SNA activity and non-dominant PSNA effects for the stimulus window, whereas 

decreasing SNA activity and dominant effects of PSNA during the recovery window. The net 

response for the complete protocol is hypothesized to provide a balanced net ANS response 

(SNA=PSNA). The protocol used in this test proves to be a more interactive experiment compared 

to other human sense tests since it requires the subject to actively perform a task, avoiding 

unconsciously caused ANS effects. Additionally, since the subject is fully aware of the required 

task (unlike audio or touch experiments, where the subject is not aware of the exact sound being 

played or the exact moment of pinch occurrence), this experiment is theorized to demonstrate 

lower-stake to the subject, making the balanced net response credible [18]. Moreover, upon the 

completion of all evaluated tasks, the subject ranked the visual test to have a moderate perceived 

emotional response, which further supports the developed claim. 
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The audio test, performed using traffic sounds, concludes the ANS activity to show 

increasing SNA activity and non-dominant PSNA effects during stimulus time, whereas recurrent 

SNA activity and dominant effects of PSNA during recovery time. The net response for the 

complete protocol is hypothesized to provide a higher SNA net ANS response (SNA>>PSNA). As 

mentioned previously, the subject is unaware of the exact sound being played and has their eyes 

closed during the stimulus, which increases the level of uncertainty, causing a higher emotional 

response. Additionally, after the completion of all the four experiments, the subject ranks this test 

to observe the highest perceived sense-specific emotional response, which further proves the 

credibility of the developed hypothesis. 

The touch test performed using a surprise occurrence of a 1-second-long pinch on the right 

leg concludes the ANS activity to show instantaneous SNA activity and dominant PSNA activity 

for the stimulus window, whereas lower SNA activity and balanced effects of PSNA for the 

recovery window. The net response for the complete protocol is hypothesized to show a higher 

PSNA net ANS instantaneous response (PSNA>>SNA). Additionally, this stimulus causes an 

instantaneous ANS change, which recovers back to its original state soon after the pinch is 

performed and occurs more significantly on the affected side of the body. Since any touch inducing 

stimuli cause possible EMG activity in the body, the bilateral effects of EDA need to be further 

supported to make any conclusions on the acquired data. Here, the ECG response is recognized 

due to the presence of clear QRS complexes and uniform R peaks. Since the ECG response shows 

the unique characteristic of PSNA dominance at the stimulus window, the hypothesis is 

maintained. Additionally, upon the completion of all evaluated tasks, the subject ranked the touch 

test as their lowest perceived emotional response, which further supports the claim indicating brief 

SNA activity and high PSNA effects. 
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The accumulation test, performed using simultaneous visual Stroop test and audio stimuli, 

concludes the ANS activity to show significant SNA activity compared to PSNA activity for the 

stimulus window, whereas significant PSNA activity compared to SNA activity for the recovery 

window. The net response for the complete protocol is hypothesized to show a complex (highest) 

ANS response (with SNA>>PSNA at stimulus and PSNA>>SNA at recovery). Since the 

separately performed visual and the audio tests show a net ECG increase and EDA deflections 

with stimulus, the subject is expected to show elevated effects of SNA at the stimulus window for 

its combination. The observations from human sense-specific experiments show higher PSNA 

dominance at recovery for previously high SNA levels for the stimulus, which makes the 

significantly high occurrence of PSNA predictable for the accumulation test. Additionally, upon 

the completion of all evaluated tasks, the subject ranked the accumulation test as their highest 

perceived emotional response, which further supports the claim to show high SNA activity during 

stimulus time followed by high PSNA activity during recovery time. 

Table 4.2: Derived stimulus response rankings (highest to lowest emotional response) 
Rank Derived response Questionnaire 

1 Accumulation Accumulation 

2 Audio Audio 

3 Visual Visual 

4 Touch Touch 

 
The final rankings derived through the analysis performed in this study are given in Table 

4.2. The derived rankings directly match the questionnaire outcomes to validate the hypotheses 

further. A comparison of the explored stimuli shows general metrics of evaluation for simultaneous 

ECG and Bilateral EDA studies, which is also followed for the subject variation dataset. The net 

HR change, in addition to its stage-wise variation, can provide important implications already 
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developed in previous studies to show a net result of SNA and PSNA. On the other hand, Bilateral 

EDA evaluation metrics are further developed in this study to show elevation and disturbance to 

detect its presence, and longer duration asynchronous responses to gauge its level. Thus, this study 

is able to provide a leveled-analysis for the comparison of the explored stimuli using the mentioned 

evaluation metrics. The net HR change, presented in Table 4.1, shows different deviations for each 

stimulus: Visual at 1 BPM, Audio at 2 BPM, Touch at 0 BPM, and Accumulation at -7 BPM. The 

net rankings can be derived from just the ECG changes, with the hypothesis of a negative net HR 

change for the highest ranked emotional response. However, the HR data does not provide a 

method to analyze recovery and exact time instances for SNA change. This can be efficiently 

derived using the Bilateral EDA data, which further proves the need for simultaneous ECG and 

Bilateral EDA detection. 

4.2 Simultaneous ECG/Bilateral EDA Testing: Subject Variation 

This section includes and analyzes the acquired data for the second dataset. Only Test 4, 

Accumulation is performed on all four subjects (one left-handed female, one right-handed female, 

and two right-handed males) using the designed 2-minute-long protocol. Similar to the first dataset, 

all data shown in the following sub-sections observe the developed wearable experimental setup 

for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA monitoring utilizing the ASSIST system (for ECG and 

channel-one EDA) and the reference BIOPAC system (for channel-two EDA) worn on the wrist 

(ECG) and palm (EDA), as shown previously in Fig. 3.1. After the completion of the accumulation 

tests, each subject is asked to rank their perceived emotional response on a scale of 1 to 5 (in order 

of increasing emotional response). The presented data is processed and filtered on MATLAB using 

methods mentioned in Chapter 3 to include HR measurements for each stage of the protocol.  
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The analysis method established in this study is based on ECG and EDA principles for 

ANS detection. ANS is comprised of SNA (‘fight-or-flight’ response) and PSNA (‘rest-and-digest’ 

response), which operate to complement and oppose one another [9]-[11]. ECG HR variability is 

proved to be a parameterized process determined by the net result for SNA and PSNA, whereas 

EDA is solely mediated by SNA during strain-inducing stimuli [16]-[17]. This knowledge is used 

as the working principle for data analysis in this study. 

4.2.1 Subject 1 Test Data: Test 4, Accumulation 

The analyzed ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 4, Accumulation performed on Subject 

1: a left-handed female is previously shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively. The calculated 

HR rate changes for each stage is as follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 62 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” 

stage: 74 BPM à Stage 3 “resting recovery” stage: 55 BPM. The subject rated their emotional 

response a 4 out of 5. 

4.2.2 Subject 2 Test Data: Test 4, Accumulation 

The acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 4, Accumulation performed on Subject 

2: a right-handed male is shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, respectively. The calculated HR rate 

changes for each stage are as follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 80 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 

88 BPM à Stage 3 “resting recovery” stage: 81 BPM. The subject rated their emotional response 

a 3 out of 5. 
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Figure 4.10: Subject 2: Test 4, Accumulation - Filtered ECG data; 80 BPM à 88 BPM à 81 
BPM 

 

 
Figure 4.11: Subject 2: Test 4, Accumulation - Processed Bilateral EDA data 

 
Fig. 4.10 shows the filtered wrist ECG response for the subject under the accumulation test 

(simultaneous visual Stroop test + audio test) protocol to show distinct R peaks and clear QRS 

complexes, making this data valid for analysis. The HR calculations for each stage of the 

experiment show an 8 BPM increase (with respect to the starting “resting” stage) for the stimulus 

time window and a 7 BPM drop (with respect to the starting “stimulus” stage) for the recovery 

time window. It is hypothesized that SNA shows dominance during the active stimulus time while 
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PSNA shows dominance during the recovery stage for an accumulation strain-inducing stimulus 

on Subject 2. Additionally, the net HR variation result shows a net increase of 1 BPM (8 BPM – 7 

BPM: starting “resting” stage compared to the final “resting recovery” stage). However, a 1 BPM 

difference is not considered significant to provide any major conclusions for this study. 

Fig. 4.11 shows the processed palm Bilateral EDA response from the right-handed subject 

under the accumulation protocol. The data shows synchronous Bilateral EDA for the “resting” 

stage as expected. The “stimulus” stage EDA data shows distinct elevated levels, with a higher 

right EDA response (dominant-side for Subject 2), as shown using the red dotted line in Fig. 4.11, 

which implies higher SNA activity. However, the asynchronous bilateral response for Subject 2 is 

not as significant as that of Subject 1, indicating less emotional response in comparison. During 

the “resting recovery” stage, the dominant-side EDA shows a fast-decreasing gradient, and the net 

Bilateral EDA levels show similar levels to their starting values, implying a fast and complete 

recovery. Additionally, it is observed that the conductance change for EDA is much higher for 

Subject 2 when compared to that of Subject 1 (6 micro-Siemens vs. 2.5 micro-Siemens). This can 

be attributed to the different densities of eccrine glands present in varying human subjects [45]. 

Thus, this parameter is not considered accurate for human subject variation analysis.  

The hypothesized ECG and Bilateral EDA effects are compared to provide a conclusive 

result. The ANS activity during the accumulation stimulus shows the increasing activity of SNA 

and non-dominant PSNA effects. The ANS activity during emotional recovery shows the 

decreasing activity of SNA and dominant effects of PSNA. The net response for the complete 

protocol show nominal HR change for ECG and offsetting Bilateral EDA effects to conclude a 

balanced net ANS response (SNA=PSNA), suggesting less emotional response compared to that 
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of Subject 1. This idea will be further explored in Section 4.2.5 to compare similarly analyzed data 

for multiple human subjects. 

4.2.3 Subject 3 Test Data: Test 4, Accumulation 

The acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 4, Accumulation performed on Subject 

3: a right-handed female is shown in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13, respectively. The calculated HR rate 

changes for each stage are as follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 87 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 

92 BPM à Stage 3 “resting recovery” stage: 84 BPM. The subject rated their emotional response 

a 5 out of 5. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.12: Subject 3: Test 4, Accumulation - Filtered ECG data; 87 BPM à 92 BPM à 84 
BPM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Subject 3: Test 4, Accumulation - Processed Bilateral EDA data 
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Fig. 4.12 shows the filtered wrist ECG response for the subject under the accumulation test 

(simultaneous visual Stroop test + audio test) protocol to show distinct R peaks and clear QRS 

complexes making this data valid for analysis. The HR calculations for each stage of the 

experiment show a 5 BPM increase (with respect to the starting “resting” stage) for the stimulus 

time window and an 8 BPM drop (with respect to the starting “stimulus” stage) for the recovery 

time window. Thus, it is hypothesized that SNA shows dominance during the stimulus time, while 

PSNA shows significant dominance during the recovery stage for an accumulation strain-inducing 

stimulus on Subject 3. Additionally, the net HR variation result shows more than complete 

recovery with a net decrease of 3 BPM (5 BPM – 8 BPM: starting “resting” stage compared to the 

final “resting recovery” stage), implying significant effects of PSNA. Although the extent of HR 

deflections is not as significant as that of Subject 1 (12 BPM increase and 19 BPM drop), the 

nature of change during the stimulus and recovery time matches that of Subject 1. This is attributed 

to different levels of cardiac health and activity among human subjects that cause different rates 

of HR change [12]-[13]. Although the HR variability values are not considered credible for 

evaluation, the state of change is studied as a method of ECG analysis for human subject variation. 

The accumulation test ECG analysis for Subject 3 matches the response of Subject 1. 

Fig. 4.13 shows the processed palm Bilateral EDA response for the right-handed subject 

under the accumulation protocol. The data shows synchronous Bilateral EDA data for the “resting” 

stage as expected. The “stimulus” stage EDA data shows distinct elevated levels with a much 

higher right EDA response (dominant side for Subject 3), as shown using the red dotted line in 

Fig. 4.13. Although the Bilateral EDA response shows a decreasing gradient recovery, it is noted 

that the EDA conductance levels for Subject 3 are higher and asynchronous at all times during the 
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complete experiment, showing no recovery for either left or right EDA, which implies significantly 

higher SNA activity compared to the other evaluated subjects. 

The hypothesized ECG and Bilateral EDA effects are compared to provide a conclusive 

result. The ANS activity during the accumulation stimulation shows much higher SNA activity 

than PSNA activity for the “stimulus” stage (due to a 5 BPM HR increase and significantly 

elevated EDA values). The ANS activity during emotional recovery shows much higher PSNA 

activity than SNA activity for the “resting recovery” stage (due to an 8 BPM HR drop). The net 

response for the complete protocol shows significantly high levels of SNA (higher than that of 

Subject 1) during stimulus time, whereas significantly high levels of PSNA during recovery time, 

concluding a complex ANS response (SNA>>PSNA at stimulus and PSNA>>SNA at recovery). 

This idea will be further explored in Section 4.2.5 to compare similarly analyzed data for multiple 

human subjects. 

4.2.4 Subject 4 Test Data: Test 4, Accumulation 

The acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for Test 4, Accumulation performed on Subject 

4: a right-handed male is shown are Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15, respectively. The calculated HR rate 

changes for each stage are as follows: State 1 “resting” stage: 62 BPM à State 2 “stimulus” stage: 

66 BPM à Stage 3 “resting recovery” stage: 63 BPM. The subject rated their emotional response 

a 2 out of 5. 
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Figure 4.14: Subject 4: Test 4, Accumulation - Filtered ECG data; 62 BPM à 66 BPM à 63 
BPM 

 

 
Figure 4.15: Subject 4: Test 4, Accumulation - Processed Bilateral EDA data 

 
Fig. 4.14 shows the filtered wrist ECG response for the subject under the accumulation test 

(simultaneous visual Stroop test + audio test) protocol to show distinct R peaks and clear QRS 

complexes making this data valid for analysis. The HR calculations for each stage of the 

experiment show a 4 BPM increase (with respect to the starting “resting” stage) for the stimulus 

time window and a 3 BPM drop (with respect to the starting “stimulus” stage) for the recovery 

time window. It is hypothesized that SNA shows dominance during the active stimulus time, while 
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PSNA shows dominance during the recovery stage for an accumulation strain-inducing stimulus 

on Subject 4. Additionally, the net HR variation result shows a net increase of 1 BPM (4 BPM – 3 

BPM: starting “resting” stage compared to the final “resting recovery” stage). However, a 1 BPM 

difference is not considered significant to provide any major conclusions for this study. 

Fig. 4.15 shows the processed palm Bilateral EDA response for the right-handed subject 

under the accumulation protocol on a zoomed in scale. The data shows synchronous Bilateral EDA 

for the “resting” stage as expected. Although the “stimulus” stage Bilateral EDA data shows 

slightly elevated levels, the signal continues to show synchronous Bilateral EDA data, implying 

minimal SNA activity and no distinct emotional response. During the “resting recovery” stage, the 

Bilateral EDA shows a slow-decreasing gradient (compared to the change for other subjects), with 

the non-dominant-side showing asynchronous and higher EDA levels for recovery. However, the 

net EDA levels for both left and right sides show lower levels compared to the beginning “resting” 

stage, implying a complete recovery. This Bilateral EDA response is unique compared to all other 

performed experiments. It is evident that the EDA levels indeed increase for the stimulus window 

and observe dissimilarities in the recovery window, showing some SNA activity. However, due to 

the synchronous nature of the signals, it is concluded that the SNA activity is minimal for Subject 

3. 

The hypothesized ECG and Bilateral EDA effects are compared to provide a conclusive 

result. The ANS activity during the accumulation stimulation shows minimal SNA activity and 

non-dominant PSNA effects. The ANS activity during emotional recovery shows decreasing SNA 

activity and balanced effects of PSNA. The net response for the complete protocol shows nominal 

HR change for ECG and minimal Bilateral EDA variations to conclude minimal ANS interaction, 
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suggesting marginal emotional response compared to all other subjects. This idea will be further 

explored in Section 4.2.5 to compare similarly analyzed data for multiple human subjects. 

4.2.5 Discussion 

The second dataset for the evaluation of the accumulation protocol performed on different 

human subjects is summarized in Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.16 for ECG and Bilateral EDA 

measurements, respectively. The analysis principle is based on the following developed ANS 

(SNA + PSNA) principles, where SNA is the ‘fight-or-flight’ response and PSNA is the ‘rest-and-

digest’ response [9]-[11], [16]-[20]: 

1. ECG HR variability is a net result of SNA and PSNA, where SNA causes an HR 

increase and PSNA causes an HR drop. 

2. Bilateral EDA is solely mediated by SNA, where normally synchronous signals 

show disturbances and asynchronous responses with higher dominant-side EDA 

during strain-inducing stimuli. 

3. The derived conclusions are verified against each subject’s post-experiment 

subjective ratings for their perceived emotional response are ranked below (on a 

scale of 1 to 5 from lowest to highest): 

§ Rank 1: Subject 3 at 5/5 (highest emotional response) 

§ Rank 2: Subject 1 at 4/5 

§ Rank 3: Subject 2 at 3/5 

§ Rank 4: Subject 4 at 2/5 (lowest emotional response) 
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Table 4.3: Human subject variation, Accumulation Test: ECG summary 
Human Subjects HR Stimulus Change HR Recovery Change Net HR Change 

Subject 1 12 BPM increase 19 BPM drop 7 BPM drop 

Subject 2 8 BPM increase 7 BPM drop 1 BPM increase 

Subject 3 5 BPM increase 8 BPM drop 3 BPM drop 

Subject 4 4 BPM increase 3 BPM drop 1 BPM increase 

 

 Figure 4.16: Human subject variation, Accumulation Test: Bilateral EDA summary 
 

Subject 1’s response for the accumulation test, performed using simultaneous visual Stroop 

test and audio stimuli, concludes the ANS response to show significant SNA activity compared to 

PSNA activity for the stimulus window, whereas significant PSNA activity compared to SNA 

activity for the recovery window. The net response for the complete protocol is hypothesized to 

show a complex (high) ANS response (with SNA>>PSNA at stimulus and PSNA>>SNA at 

recovery). This result is validated in Section 4.2 and rated a 4/5 by Subject 1 for the perceived 

level of emotional response. 
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Subject 2’s response for the accumulation test, performed using simultaneous visual Stroop 

test and audio stimuli, concludes the ANS response to show increased SNA activity and non-

dominant PSNA effects for the stimulus window, whereas decreasing SNA activity and dominant 

effects of PSNA for the recovery window. The net response for the complete protocol hypothesizes 

a balanced net ANS activity (SNA=PSNA), suggesting less emotional response compared to that 

of Subject 1. The ECG data shows no significant net change for HR variability, confirming the 

balanced ANS response. However, the Bilateral EDA data shows a sharp change with stimulus 

with a higher absolute value for the dominant-side, implying a prominent emotional response. 

Although this response matches that of Subject 1 for various Bilateral EDA parameters, the 

significant change in asynchronous EDA is absent. Additionally, due to the presence of a balanced 

HR variability, an evident emotional response moderately smaller than that of Subject 1 is 

observed. Additionally, Subject 2 ranked the perceived response an order less than Subject 1 (4 

vs. 3), which validates this hypothesis.  

Subject 3’s response for the accumulation test, performed using simultaneous visual Stroop 

test and audio stimuli, concludes the ANS response to show much higher SNA activity than PSNA 

activity for the stimulus window and much higher PSNA activity than SNA activity for the 

recovery window. The net response for the complete protocol is hypothesized to show a complex 

(high) ANS response (SNA>>PSNA at stimulus and PSNA>>SNA at recovery). Although the 

ECG data observing a net drop in HR shows a matching response to Subject 1, the Bilateral EDA 

data shows distinctive differences. The Bilateral EDA data observes a continually elevated and 

asynchronous response, unlike that for Subject 1 or 2, showing higher impact of SNA for Subject 

3. Thus, with this knowledge, the hypothesis is validated to show a complex ANS response 
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implying more SNA activity in Subject 3. Additionally, Subject 3 ranked the perceived response 

a 5/5, which supports the developed claim. 

Subject 4’s response for the accumulation test, performed using simultaneous visual Stroop 

test and audio stimuli, concludes the ANS response to show minimal SNA activity and non-

dominant PSNA activity for the stimulus window, whereas decreasing SNA activity and balanced 

effects of PSNA for the recovery stimulus. The net response for the complete protocol is 

hypothesized to show minimal ANS interaction, suggesting a marginal emotional response when 

compared to all other subjects. The net ECG response shows no distinct change in HR variability, 

which implies a balanced ANS response. In this case, the Bilateral EDA data is particularly 

interesting and unique compared to all other subjects. The Bilateral EDA data shows elevated EDA 

levels but does not show asynchronous EDA deflections, implying dominant yet minimal effects 

of SNA for the stimulus. Additionally, Subject 4 ranks their perceived emotional response a 2/5 to 

mention no significant induced strain from the protocol to further validate the developed claim. 

Thus, Subject 4 shows the least amount of emotional response compared to all other evaluated 

subjects.  

Table 4.4: Derived human subject response rankings (highest to lowest emotional response) 
Rank Derived response Questionnaire 

1 Subject 3 5/5 

2 Subject 1 4/5 

3 Subject 2 3/5 

4 Subject 4 2/5 

 
The subject variation dataset is analyzed using the evaluation metrics derived in the first 

stimulus variation dataset. The final rankings derived through the analysis in this study are given 

in Table 4.4. The derived rankings directly match the questionnaire outcomes to validate the 
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hypotheses further. The net HR change, presented in Table 4.4, shows different deviations for each 

subject: Subject 1 at -7 BPM, Subject 2 at 1 BPM, Subject 3 at -3 BPM, and Subject 4 at 1 BPM. 

Contrary to the first dataset, the HR data is only able to imply higher and similar changes for 

Subject 1 and Subject 3 (due to the negative HR net change), and lower and similar changes for 

Subject 2 and Subject 4. In this case, the Bilateral EDA data is essential to provide a leveled 

analysis matching the ranking for each subject’s perceived ratings, which further proves the need 

for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA detection. 

4.4 Conclusion 

This chapter presents and evaluates the acquired ECG and Bilateral EDA data for the 

developed human-sense specific protocols using the ASSIST and the BIOPAC systems worn on 

the wrist and the palm. The complete dataset is divided into two sub-sets: stimulus variation and 

human subject variation. The stimulus variation experiments utilize the four created protocols: 

visual, audio, touch, and accumulation tests, and are performed on Subject 1. The human subject 

variation experiments utilize the accumulation test and are performed on four different subjects: a 

left-handed female, a right-handed female, and two right-handed males. The two datasets are 

analyzed using general knowledge of the ECG and Bilateral EDA effects on ANS, as mentioned 

below: 

1. ECG HR variability is a net result of SNA and PSNA, where SNA causes an HR 

increase and PSNA causes an HR drop. 

2. Bilateral EDA is solely mediated by SNA, where normally synchronous signals 

show disturbances and asynchronous responses with higher dominant-side EDA 

during strain-inducing stimuli. 
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The acquired data for the first dataset is analyzed to provide an understanding of 

simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA evaluation techniques and the notable differences between 

specific human-sense inducements. Since the experiments are performed on one subject, the four 

human-sense protocols are directly compared through the analysis of HR and EDA values and 

signal characteristics to evaluate the effects of SNA, PSNA, and their combined net result. The 

hypotheses for the performed tests are compared to the subject’s subjective rankings (shown in 

Table 4.2) to conclude their validity. The derived hypothesis and evaluations for each test are 

summarized below: 

§ Test 1, Visual: Moderate emotional response.  

Balanced SNA and PSNA activities (SNA=PSNA, net-result) due to nominal HR 

variability and dominant yet complementing SNA and PSNA responses during the 

stimulus and recovery window. Dominant-side shows higher EDA absolute values 

and faster EDA recovery. 

§ Test 2, Audio: High emotional response. 

Higher SNA activity (SNA>>PSNA, net result) due to significantly higher HR 

variability and continuous Bilateral EDA disturbances during the stimulus and 

recovery time window (compared to other performed human-sense tests). 

Dominant-side shows higher EDA absolute values and fast yet equivalent EDA 

recovery. 

§ Test 3, Touch: Low emotional response. 

Higher instantaneous PSNA activity (PSNA>>SNA, net-result) due to inverse HR 

variability (HR drop for stimulus) and Bilateral EDA peaking at the stimulus 

occurrence with instantaneous recovery. Although the dominant-side shows 
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higher EDA values at all times, the affected-side (non-dominant-side) shows faster 

EDA recovery. 

§ Test 4, Accumulation: Highest emotional response. 

Higher SNA effects (SNA>>PSNA at stimulus) due to higher HR variability and 

a distinctly asynchronous Bilateral EDA response, which is much higher at the 

stimulus window (compared to other performed human-sense tests). Higher PSNA 

effects (PSNA>>SNA at recovery) due to a larger HR drop compared to the 

starting value at the recovery window (compared to other performed human-sense 

tests). Dominant-side shows higher EDA absolute values and faster EDA 

recovery. 

The nature of the performed experiments is observed to cause differentiating ANS 

responses. The visual test is proved to be more interactive and well-informed, which induces a 

lower-stake condition for the subject, causing a balanced ANS change. Contrarily, the audio 

experiment utilizes a sound file that is unfamiliar to the subject, which makes the experiment 

induce a high-stake condition, causing a higher SNA change. Additionally, the audio test requires 

the subject to close their eyes for the complete protocol, which is predicted to cause measurements 

induced due to unconscious thoughts. The touch test works similarly to the audio test and induces 

uncertain (high-stake) conditions and unconscious thoughts. Additionally, the touch test 

measurements show a high PSNA change, especially on the affected-side of the body, to imply 

dominant and impulsive effects for recovery. However, the touch test is performed using a 1-

second-long active pinch stimulus, which is predicted to cause a unique ANS change, possibly due 

to EMG artifacts. The accumulation test combines the reliable visual and sound tests to predict a 

combined effect that shows distinctive features to evaluate the effect of merged human-senses. 
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The accumulation test shows high SNA activity at the stimulus window and high PSNA activity 

at the recovery window, as anticipated. The mentioned findings are validated using the subject’s 

perceived rankings (as shown in Table 4.2). Thus, each human-sense induction shows different 

features for the ANS divisions (SNA vs. PSNA dominance), proving the need for systematic 

experiments for conclusive ANS findings. 

The acquired data for the second dataset is analyzed to show notable differences between 

varying human subjects. Due to the presence of different levels of cardiac health and different 

densities of eccrine glands in varying human subjects, the evaluation criteria for ECG and Bilateral 

EDA cannot rely on the direct comparison of HR and conductance values but instead relies on 

their changing characteristics [12]-[13], [45]. The formed hypotheses for different subjects are 

compared to the subject’s subjective ratings (shown in Table 4.4) to conclude their validity. The 

validated hypothesis and evaluations for each subject are summarized below: 

§ Subject 1: High emotional response.  

Higher SNA effects (SNA>>PSNA at stimulus) due to higher HR variability and 

a distinctly asynchronous Bilateral EDA response, which is much higher at the 

stimulus window (compared to other performed human-sense tests). Higher PSNA 

effects (PSNA>>SNA at recovery) due to larger HR drop compared to the starting 

value at the recovery window (compared to other performed human-sense tests). 

Dominant-side shows higher EDA absolute values and a faster EDA recovery. 

§ Subject 2: Moderate emotional response. 

Balanced ANS response (SNA=PSNA, net-result) due to no significant net change 

for HR variability and smaller asynchronous Bilateral EDA in comparison to 
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Subject 1. Bilateral EDA shows SNA activity with a higher absolute value for 

dominant-side EDA in addition to its fast recovery.  

§ Subject 3: Highest emotional response. 

Significant SNA activity (SNA>>PSNA, net-result) compared to Subject 1 and 2 

due to larger HR variability and a continuously asynchronous Bilateral EDA for a 

greater time window, even during recovery. Dominant-side shows higher EDA 

values and a faster recovery. 

§ Subject 4: No emotional response. 

Minimal SNA activity due to nominal HR change and synchronous Bilateral EDA 

data. However, SNA is still present due to slightly elevated EDA levels and a 

small-scale asynchronous EDA during stimulus and recovery windows, 

respectively. 

The subject variation comparisons validate the obtained questionnaires, as shown in Table 

4.4, to further support the derived hypotheses. However, due to the limited number of human 

subjects present in this study, the derived conclusions are not comprehensive. There is a need to 

recruit more participants in order to understand the role of parameters such as gender, skin, and 

age to confirm the observations. 

In addition to the previously known ECG and Bilateral EDA knowledge, the observations 

for the two datasets provide additional general conclusions for the implications of ANS response 

for different stimuli and different subjects. Usually, high SNA values show a subsequent increase 

in the predicted PSNA values, possibly as the body’s mechanism to counteract and balance the net 

ANS response. However, for stimuli causing significant SNA activity (such as the audio test on 

subject 1 or accumulation test on subject 3), PSNA is observed to act slower, causing a longer net 
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recovery time. Additionally, as shown in previous research findings and validated observations in 

this study, the dominant-side of the body shows higher SNA variability and faster recovery with 

certain exceptions [18]-[20]. This finding holds unless there is a direct induction of stimulus on 

the non-dominant side of the body (such as the touch test on subject 1), which causes an inverse 

lateral reaction. Furthermore, the net rankings for the stimulus variation experiments can be 

derived from just the ECG changes, with the hypothesis of a negative net HR change for the highest 

ranked emotional response, but the data does not provide a method to analyze recovery and exact 

time instances for SNA change given by the Bilateral EDA data. Contrary to this, the HR data for 

the subject variation experiments is only able to provide general conclusions close to a binary-

analysis which makes the Bilateral EDA data essential for a comprehensive leveled analysis. Thus, 

the findings for both datasets further prove the need for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA 

detection for a complete ANS leveled analysis. Moreover, some general findings for Bilateral EDA 

show an increase in conductance and disturbance to imply the presence of SNA, and longer 

asynchronous response to show dominant SNA effects (more emotional response), which can be 

used as an avenue for creating a qualitative Bilateral EDA measure. The incorporation for 

qualitative HR calculations from ECG and the mentioned qualitative Bilateral EDA measure can 

help the objective evaluation of ANS in the future. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Wearable sensor networks offer a convenient method to monitor changes in the human 

body caused by daily life activities that correlate to long-term psychological, physiological, and 

emotional health effects [5]-[8]. Within the nervous system, ANS, which consists of SNA (‘fight-

or-flight’ response) and PSNA (‘rest-and-digest’ response), provides the fastest response and is 

responsible for the involuntary changes in the body due to environmental triggers [9]-[11]. ECG 

and EDA non-invasively detect different ANS changes, where ECG (through HR) provides the net 

result of SNA and PSNA, and EDA provides the effect of only SNA [12]-[17]. Bilateral EDA 

reconceptualizes ANS to be multi-dimensional to show asynchronous data during SNA activation 

for daily life activities, providing a comprehensive detection solution [18]-[20]. To the best of our 

knowledge, no published EDA study has specifically analyzed the Bilateral EDA recovery upon 

the end of an induced stimulus as a method to correlate the ANS implications found through ECG 

measurements, making this an important analysis principle for this study. 

The goal of this study is to simultaneously analyze ECG and Bilateral EDA using impact-

driven protocols on four human subjects and unconventional body sites using the ASSIST custom 

wearable sensor system developed by our research group. The validated ASSIST custom wearable 

multi-sensor system is a low-power BLE enabled 1.5” x 1.0” custom-designed PCB developed by 

our research group and is equipped with a 3-lead ECG and 2-lead (unilateral) EDA for 

simultaneous monitoring at a programmable sampling frequency. The reliability of data 

acquisition is retained using short-term systematic protocols and a continuous signal monitor 

(BIOPAC reference system). The experimental set-up for this study is shown in Fig. 3.1 and uses 

the confirmed left wrist ECG (using the ASSIST system at 100 Hz sampling frequency) and palm 

bilateral EDA (using the ASSIST and the BIOPAC systems on each side, both at 100 Hz sampling 
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frequency) to realize a wearable and accurate method of signal acquisition. All human sense tests 

follow the developed general protocol: State 1 “resting” stage: 30 seconds à State 2 “stimulus” 

stage: 30 seconds à Stage 3 “resting recovery” stage: 60 seconds, where State 1 requires the 

subject to sit stationarily on a chair with closed eyes and no physical movement and State 2 has 

four variations based on the performed human sense test (visual, audio, touch, or accumulation). 

The reoccurrence of State 1 as the final stage is designed to analyze the body’s recovery and serves 

as a calibration and comparison method to analyze ANS in different human subjects.  

The stimulus variation experiments perform the four created tests on Subject 1 to generate 

hypothesized evaluation metrics for simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA acquisition. The 

acquired data shows notable differences between each human-sense inducement to show a 

balanced ANS response for the visual test, a dominant SNA response for the audio test, a high and 

instantaneous PSNA response for the touch test, and a complex response (SNA>>PSNA at 

stimulus, and PSNA>>SNA at recovery) for the accumulation test. It is hypothesized that the 

visual test is more interactive and well-informed, inducing a lower stake for the subject, whereas 

the audio and the touch tests provide uncertainty and unfamiliarity to the subject, inducing a higher 

stake. The audio test is predicted to cause effects due to unconscious thoughts or lingering stimuli. 

The touch test shows a high PSNA change, especially on the affected side of the body, to imply 

dominant and impulsive effects for recovery, possibly due to EMG artifacts. The accumulation test 

evaluates the effect of merged human senses to show the presence of high PSNA activity following 

the highest SNA activity. The mentioned findings are validated using the subject’s perceived 

rankings. The evaluation metrics derived from the acquired data show known findings for ECG 

(HR is a net result of SNA or PSNA dominance) and further findings for Bilateral EDA: 

conductance elevation and disturbance imply the presence of SNA activity, with longer duration 
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asynchronous response (with slower recovery) showing higher SNA activity. The experiment for 

the stimulus variation shows the correct hypothesized leveled analysis solely through the net HR 

changes, where the EDA measurement provides more information about the recovery and time 

stamps of the emotional effects and acts as the confirmer for evaluation.  

The acquired data for the second dataset using the accumulation test is analyzed to show 

notable differences between the four human subjects. The evaluation metrics derived from the 

stimulus variation experiments are used with modifications to consider the presence of different 

levels of cardiac health and different densities of eccrine glands in varying human subjects. Thus, 

in this case, the evaluation criteria do not rely on the direct comparison of HR and conductance 

values but instead rely on their changing characteristics. The findings for each additional subject 

are compared to Subject 1 showing Subject 2 to have a more balanced ANS activity with a lower 

net emotional response, and Subject 3 to have a longer duration SNA activity with a higher 

emotional response. However, Subject 4 shows a unique EDA change to show the presence of 

minimal SNA activity, concluding it to have the lowest explored emotional response. The subject 

variation comparisons are validated using the obtained questionnaires and only show a binary 

analysis using HR unlike the first dataset. However, due to the limited number of human subjects 

present in this study, the derived conclusions are not comprehensive to understand the role of 

parameters such as gender, skin, and age to confirm the observations.  

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to: 

1. Compare the impact of different human senses for ECG and/or EDA. 

2. Analyze simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA using a wrist and palm worn 

wearable system. 
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In addition to the previously known ECG and Bilateral EDA knowledge, the observations from 

this study provide additional general conclusions shown below: 

1. High SNA values show a subsequent increase in the predicted PSNA values, 

hypothesized as the body’s mechanism to counteract and balance the net ANS 

response. However, for stimuli causing significantly high SNA activity, PSNA is 

hypothesized to act slower, causing a longer net recovery time.  

2. The known findings for Bilateral EDA showing higher dominant-side SNA 

variability and its faster recovery hold unless there is a direct induction of stimulus 

on the non-dominant side of the body, which causes an inverse lateral reaction.  

3. Bilateral EDA shows an increase in conductance and disturbance to imply the 

presence of SNA and a longer asynchronous response to show dominant SNA 

effects relating to more emotional response. 

4. The net rankings for the stimulus variation experiments maybe derived from just 

the ECG changes, with the hypothesis of a negative net HR change for the highest-

ranked emotional response. Contrary to this, the HR data for the subject variation 

experiments are only able to provide general conclusions close to a binary-

analysis. Nevertheless, the findings for both datasets prove the need for 

simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA detection for a comprehensive ANS leveled 

analysis. 

This study provides a better understanding of different emotional levels induced due to daily life 

effects through simultaneous and bilateral detection of ANS measures on unconventional body 

sites using impact-driven human sense stimulation. This study also provides a preliminary 

investigation for recovery analysis to show an evaluation of short-term health effects. The 
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hypothesized general conclusions derived for Bilateral EDA in this study offer an avenue for its 

qualitative analysis to generate leveled measures for a simultaneous ECG and Bilateral EDA in 

the future. Finally, this study leads future research to explore the implications of impact-driven 

short-term tests, recovery analysis, and incorporation of comprehensive wearable networks 

throughout the body.  

The hypotheses derived from this research are limited due to a small sample set of human 

subjects. Future work in this area is required to expand this study through the addition of more 

human subjects to further validate the mentioned findings and explore the role of factors such as 

gender, skin, and age on the acquired measurements. Since the study performs signal evaluation 

in the time-domain, there is a need to incorporate frequency-domain analysis (for both ECG and 

Bilateral EDA) to provide a thorough analysis platform for the future. Moreover, the smell and 

taste human senses were not explored as a part of this study and should be incorporated to expand 

on the current findings. Additionally, lower body experiments were not evaluated in this study to 

explore its association. Since Bilateral EDA shows interesting findings to prove differences 

laterally, there is a need to analyze EDA effects “longitudinally” to expand on this idea. Although 

this study shows the palm to be an approved location for both ECG and EDA for wearable 

measurements (in the form of a wrist brace or a watch), this location was rejected due to hardware 

limitations. Thus, different electrode chemistries for ECG and EDA can be explored in the future 

to create compatible and wearable same body-site acquisition systems. Finally, ECG and EDA 

provide efficient methods of analyzing only physiological effects on the body, which does not 

provide crucial cerebral and cognitive information for the human subject. An EEG headband has 

proved to be a wearable and effective measure of cognitive effects for different daily life stimuli 
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to show its correlations with EDA to further understand short-term and long-term health effects 

and should be incorporated with the current wearable system [11], [26]. 
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